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Preface

In 2006, NASA Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, Calif., obtained a civil version of the General Atomics MQ-9 unmanned aircraft system and modified it for research purposes. Proposed missions included support of Earth science research, development of advanced aeronautical technology, and improving the utility of unmanned aerial systems in general. The project team named the aircraft Ikhana—a Native American Choctaw word meaning intelligent, conscious, or aware—in order to best represent NASA research goals.

Researchers at Dryden have a long history of using remotely piloted research vehicles to expand the frontiers of knowledge. Among the first was the Hyper III, a Langley-designed lifting body. In support of the M2 lifting-body program of the early 1960s, R. Dale Reed had built a number of small lifting-body shapes and drop-tested them from a radio-controlled mothership. Reed and pilot Milton O. “Milt” Thompson wanted to try the remote flying concept on a full-scale design. The remotely piloted research vehicle, or RPRV, weighed 484 pounds, measured 32 feet in length, and spanned 18 feet. On December 12, 1969, the Hyper III was launched from a helicopter at 9,800 feet, glided three miles, reversed course and glided three miles more to the lakebed.

In 1975 a series of stall and spin tests was begun at the center with a group of 3/8-scale F-15 RPRVs. With it carried aloft by the center’s B-52 mothership and released at about 50,000 feet, a pilot in a ground-based cockpit flew the RPRV (essentially a miniature F-15 that lacked engines) via instruments and a television monitor, stalling and recovering the aircraft to see what modifications worked best.

In 1975 a series of stall and spin tests was begun at the center with a group of 3/8-scale F-15 RPRVs. With it carried aloft by the center’s B-52 mothership and released at about 50,000 feet, a pilot in a ground-based cockpit flew the RPRV (essentially a miniature F-15 that lacked engines) via instruments and a television monitor, stalling and recovering the aircraft to see what modifications worked best.

Flights of another aircraft, dubbed the “Mini-Sniffer,” took place between 1975 and 1979, testing the concepts of an RPRV operating in the Martian atmosphere or conducting high-altitude atmospheric research around the globe. Again, the pilot remained in a ground cockpit to control the vehicle in flight.

The DAST—Drones For Aerodynamic and Structural Testing—program, a high-risk flight experiment using a ground-controlled, pilotless aircraft, was undertaken at Dryden from 1977 to 1983. Described by NASA engineers as a “wind tunnel in the sky,” the DAST vehicle was a specially modified Teledyne-Ryan BQM-34E/F Firebee II supersonic target drone. It was flown to validate theoretical predictions under actual flight conditions in a joint project with Langley Research Center.

From 1979 to 1983 the HiMAT (Highly Maneuverable Aircraft Technology) aircraft was flown, one of two subscale research vehicles meant to demonstrate advanced fighter technologies that have since been used in development of many modern high-performance military aircraft. About one-half the size of a standard manned fighter, and powered by a General Electric J85-21 jet engine, the HiMAT vehicles were launched from NASA’s B-52 carrier aircraft at an altitude of about 45,000 feet. The aircraft were flown remotely by a NASA research pilot from a ground station, with the aid of a television camera mounted in the HiMAT cockpit that gave the pilot a forward field of view.

In 1984 Dryden moved from small-scale aircraft to full-size aircraft when a pilot intentionally crashed a retired Boeing jetliner onto Rogers Dry Lake to test a compound meant to reduce post-crash fires on airliners. With its fuel tanks filled with anti-misting kerosene (AMK), a pilot in a ground cockpit at Dryden flew the Boeing 720 from the Edwards Air Force Base main runway and, after gaining altitude, descended and crashed it onto the lakebed. To the dismay of the manufacturer as well as the Federal Aviation Administration, which was ready to issue a requirement calling for AMK to be used in all commercial aircraft, the airliner burst into a fireball and burned, eliminating the additive from potential use.

And Dryden was the center for operations of a family of solar-powered aircraft designed to explore the potential for such aircraft to monitor Earth’s atmosphere as well as such other factors as moisture content in soil. Beginning in the 1990s, Pathfinder, Pathfinder-Plus, and Helios were all part of the Environmental Research Aircraft and Technology, or ERAST, program through which researchers hoped to mature RPRV and unmanned aerial system technologies.

Building on experience with these and other unmanned aircraft, NASA scientists developed plans to use the Ikhana for a series of missions to map wildfires in the western United States and supply the resulting data to firefighters in near-real time. A team at NASA Ames Research Center, Mountain View, Calif., developed a multispectral scanner that was key to the
success of what became known as the Western States Fire Missions. Carried out by team members from NASA, the U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service, National Interagency Fire Center, National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration, Federal Aviation Administration, and General Atomics Aeronautical Systems Inc., these flights represented an historic achievement in the field of unmanned aircraft technology.
Introduction

From the earliest days of aviation, pilots have enjoyed a certain amount of glamour because of their apparent willingness to face danger in the skies (military or stunt pilots) or their ability to travel to exotic locales (airline and cargo pilots). Long before the Wright brothers made their first powered flight in December 1903, there were also exciting developments in the field of unmanned aviation.

On May 6, 1896, Dr. Samuel Pierpont Langley’s steam-powered, pilotless Aerodrome No. 5 successfully completed two flights, each lasting 1.5 minutes, covering a distance of about half a mile and reaching a maximum altitude of 100 feet. Just three months prior to the Wrights’ historic December 1903 flight at Kitty Hawk, N.C., German designer Carl Jatho demonstrated a gasoline-fueled pilotless biplane that covered a distance of 196 feet at a height of 11 feet – further and higher than the Wright Flyer. During World War I and World War II, radio-controlled aircraft served as aerial torpedoes and aerial targets, roles that evolved into the development of cruise missiles, airborne decoys, and target drones. In the late 1940s and 1950s, drone aircraft were pressed into service for such tasks as flying through clouds of radioactive fallout from nuclear explosions to collect samples without endangering aircrews. In the 1960s, improvements in unmanned vehicle technology spawned development of tactical and strategic reconnaissance platforms. By the dawn of the 21st century, unmanned aircraft systems (UAS) – i.e., airplanes without pilots on board – were used more and more frequently for a variety of missions.1

The term “unmanned aircraft system” was adopted by the Department of Defense (DoD) and Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) to replace the term “unmanned aerial vehicle” (UAV) to better represent the fact that more is involved than hardware that flies though the sky. A UAS consists of an aircraft, ground-based control system, data link, and related support equipment.

While unmanned systems will never entirely replace aircraft with onboard crews, they are useful in performing so-called dull, dirty, or dangerous missions. Because a UAS can be autonomous or remotely piloted, aircrew members are not subjected to the risks ordinarily associated with long-duration or high-altitude flight and the hazards inherent in performing certain tasks, such as flying through smoke, turbulence, airborne radioactive particles, or chemical residue.

On a long-duration flight, for example, the length of time an airplane can remain airborne is determined by such factors as crew fatigue and use of consumables (food, oxygen, etc.). With a remotely operated UAS, several pilots can alternate shifts in the ground control station (GCS) as often as necessary. Flight duration is limited only by fuel consumption and mechanical reliability.

Use of unmanned aircraft prevents aircrew exposure to such hazardous conditions as extreme weather, radiation, or in the case of military UASs, hostile fire. This eliminates the risk of physical harm to the aircrew and reduces political costs in the wake of mission failure. These characteristics have motivated military and civilian agencies to expand the use of UASs wherever feasible.²

Perseus-A, a remotely piloted, high-altitude research vehicle designed by Aurora Flight Sciences Corp., was towed aloft by a ground vehicle and its engine started after it became airborne. The airplane reached an altitude of 50,000 feet on its third test flight. NASA

The cost and complexity of robotic and remotely piloted vehicles is generally less than those of comparable aircraft that require an onboard crew because there is no need for life-support systems, escape and survival equipment, or hygiene facilities. UAS development has also contributed significantly to many technological innovations in aviation. Examples include autopilot systems, data links, and inertial navigation systems, among others. During the first 50 years of powered flight, efforts – primarily involving military requirements – focused on guidance and navigation, stabilization, and remote control. In the half-century that followed, designers worked to improve technologies to support these capabilities through integration of improved avionics, microprocessors, and computers.³

The Airborne Antarctic Ozone Experiment (AAOE), an international, multi-institutional effort to study a sudden and unanticipated decrease in ozone over Antarctica, was a milestone. In July 1989 a workshop was held in Truckee, Calif., in conjunction with a meeting of the AAOE science team to address the science community’s UAS needs. Known as the “Truckee Report,” the resultant white paper detailed the need for unmanned science aircraft and the goal of making measurements from an altitude of 85,000 feet.

In the early 1990s, NASA’s Earth Science directorate received a solicitation for research to support the Atmospheric Effects of Aviation Project, specifically to assess the potential impact of a commercial supersonic transport aircraft. Here again measurements were needed at 85,000 feet. Aurora Flight


³Ibid.
As with the Perseus-A, the Perseus-B was flown remotely by a pilot from a mobile flight control station on the ground. A Global Positioning System unit provided navigation data for continuous and precise location during flight. The ground control station featured dual independent consoles for aircraft control and systems monitoring.

NASA

Sciences of Manassas, Va., proposed developing the Perseus-A and Perseus-B remotely piloted research aircraft as part of NASA’s Small High-Altitude Science Aircraft (SHASA) program.

In 1993, the SHASA effort expanded as NASA teamed with industry partners for the Environmental Research and Sensor Technology (ERAST) project. The goal of the ERAST effort was to develop and demonstrate aeronautical technologies applicable to remotely or autonomously operated aircraft capable of carrying out long-duration airborne science missions. Initial ERAST program demonstrations transferred technology to an emerging UAS industry and validated the capability of unmanned aircraft to carry out operational science missions.

The program was managed at NASA’s Dryden Flight Research Center at Edwards, Calif., with significant contributions from the agency’s Ames, Langley, and Glenn research centers. Industry partners included such aircraft manufacturers as AeroVironment, Aurora Flight Sciences, General Atomics Aeronautical Systems Inc., and Scaled Composites. Sensors to be carried by the research aircraft were developed by Thermo-Mechanical Systems, Hyper-spectral Sciences, and Longitude 122 West.4

General Atomics developed a civilian model of an upgraded version of the company’s Predator military reconnaissance platform – called Predator B – to meet specific requirements of NASA’s Earth Science Enterprise for a flight-validated, consumable-fuel UAS to perform on-location science missions. Known as Altair®, it exceeded minimum performance requirements and set the stage for the Ikhana UAS.

Chapter One

DONT FEAR THE REAPER

The Ikhana’s heritage is traced to a family of medium-altitude, long-endurance UAS vehicles developed by General Atomics Aeronautical Systems Inc. (GA-ASI) of San Diego, Calif., in the late 1980s and early 1990s. The first of these was the Gnat 750, a long-endurance tactical surveillance and support system designed for large payload capacity, ease of use, and low operating cost. Following its first flight in 1989, the Gnat 750 demonstrated un-refueled flight duration of up to 30 hours, 25,000-foot service ceiling, and climb rate of 1,100 feet per minute. With a length of 16 feet and a 35-foot wingspan, the vehicle has a gross takeoff weight of 1,140 pounds including a 330-pound payload.

The Gnat 750 was extensively field-tested during deployments to Albania, Bosnia, and Croatia to monitor military facilities, battlefield entrenchments, supply-caches, and troop movements. The need to relay data from the UAS through a manned aircraft that could remain on station only for about two hours at a time greatly limited the overall effectiveness of the system.

The Central Intelligence Agency has operated a Gnat 750-45, called Lofty View, with expanded capabilities. It is reportedly capable of carrying a 450-500-pound payload consisting of synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) with 12-inch resolution, three electro-optical (EO) or infrared (IR) sensors in a chin turret, and a wideband satellite data-link antenna to allow transmission of real-time data in the form of video.

The most recent improved version, called I-Gnat, has been reconfigured with a turbo-charged engine to increase its operating altitude to 30,500 feet for up to 48 hours.5

Gnat Grows Up

The RQ-1A/MQ-1A Predator (sometimes called Predator A) was introduced in 1994 as a growth version of the Gnat 750. Originally serving as an Advanced Concept Technology Demonstrator (ACTD) for the Air Force, the Predator soon became the most com-

Don’t Fear the Reaper

The MQ-1A Predator of the 11th Reconnaissance Squadron flies over the Nevada Test and Training Range near Creech Air Force Base. The Predator provides armed reconnaissance and battlefield support to ground troops.

USAF/MSgt. Scott Reed

The MQ-1 Predator of the 11th Reconnaissance Squadron flies over the Nevada Test and Training Range near Creech Air Force Base. The Predator provides armed reconnaissance and battlefield support to ground troops. The Predator ACTD was used in various training exercises, demonstrations, and operational deployments before graduating to fully operational status in 1996 with deployments to Southwest Asia and Europe.

The Predator is a medium-altitude endurance UAS with a length of 27 feet and a 48.7-foot wingspan. It has an endurance of 40 hours with 24 hours on station at a range of 500 nautical miles (nmi), and a service ceiling of 26,000 feet. The vehicle has an empty weight of 1,130 pounds and a maximum gross takeoff weight (GTOW) of 2,250 pounds. It is equipped with a C-band line-of-sight communications system, as well as UHF and Ku-band satellite data-link capabilities. The Predator is typically equipped with EO sensors to provide color video and IR sensors for night-vision capability. It can also carry a SAR payload plus laser designation, spotting, and range-finding systems. An armed version, called the MQ-1, carries air-to-air or air-to-ground missiles.6

An Unmanned Aircraft System for NASA

In 1996, General Atomics produced two civil variants of the Predator called Altus (Latin for “high”). Similar in appearance to the Gnat 750, Altus was 23.6 feet long and featured long, narrow, high-aspect-ratio wings spanning 55.3 feet. Powered by a rear-mounted Rotax 912 turbocharged four-cylinder piston engine rated at 100 hp, the vehicle was capable of cruising at 80 to 115 mph. An 84-inch-diameter, two-blade propeller was used for flight up to 53,000 feet altitude. A 100-inch lightweight carbon-fiber propeller was available for flights at higher altitudes. Altus had a

330-pound payload capacity in a nose compartment designed to accommodate a variety of sensors and scientific instruments.

NASA Dryden personnel initially operated the Altus vehicles as part of the ERAST program. Altus II, the first of the two aircraft to be completed, made its first flight on May 1, 1996. During developmental tests that summer, it reached an altitude of 37,000 feet. A few months later, researchers flew the Altus II in an Atmospheric Radiation Measurement-Unmanned Aerospace Vehicle (ARM-UAV) study sponsored by the Department of Energy’s Sandia National Laboratories. During the course of the project, Altus II set a single-flight endurance record for remotely operated aircraft by remaining aloft for 26.18 hours through a complete day-to-night-to-day cycle.7

The ARM-UAV program was designed for collecting data on radiation/cloud interactions in Earth’s atmosphere in order to better predict temperature rise resulting from increased carbon dioxide levels. Sandia’s payload consisted of state-of-the-art radiometric instruments and devices to measure temperature, pressure, and concentration of water vapor.

The multi-agency program brought together capabilities available among government agencies, universitie, and private industry. Sandia provided overall technical direction, logistical planning and support, data analysis, and a multi-spectral imaging instrument. NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center and Ames Research Center, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Colorado State University, and the University of California Scripps Institute provided additional instrumentation. Participating university scientists were also drawn from the University of Maryland, the University of California at Santa Barbara, Pennsylvania State University, the State University of New York, and others.8

In September 2001, Altus II carried a thermal imaging system for the First Response Experiment (FiRE) during a demonstration at the General Atomics flight operations facility at El Mirage, Calif. A sensor developed for the ERAST program and previously used to collect images of coffee plantations in Hawaii was modified to provide real-time, calibrated, geolocated, multi-spectral thermal imagery of fire events. INMARSAT ground-data terminals, with antennas that adhered to the side of the Altus payload fairing, gave the Altus vehicle satellite communication. In

Don’t Fear the Reaper

The MQ-9 Reaper, also known as Predator B, has greater payload and performance capabilities than the MQ-1. This made it an ideal candidate for NASA research missions. USAF/MSgt. Robert W. Valencia

order to establish communication, operators steered the UAV on a bearing that pointed the antenna toward the satellite. This scientific demonstration showcased the capability of a UAS to collect remote sensing data over fires and relay the information to fire management personnel on the ground.9

Reaper Development

In 1999, General Atomics officials initiated development of a larger, turboprop-powered UAS called Predator B, later designated MQ-9 Reaper. While the company sought to expand the Predator’s reliability and performance capabilities to meet ever-increasing mission requirements for civil and military applications, NASA scientists were interested in developing an aircraft with larger payload capacity, high-altitude performance, and long endurance for Earth science missions.

Development of Predator B became a jointly funded effort in partnership with NASA as part of the ERAST program in January 2000 after the agency selected Altair, one of several competing proposals for development that met the agency’s Earth Science Enterprise (now the Earth Science Division of NASA’s Science Mission Directorate) UAS requirements. As joint partners in the project, which included flight validation as well as development of the aircraft, NASA’s Office of Aerospace Technology invested approximately $10 million, while General Atomics contributed additional funds, with about $8 million earmarked for the Altair project.

Design criteria included the basic reliability of the Predator airframe, avionics, mechanical systems, data link, and flight control technology. Payload capacity was increased 500 percent (compared to the original Predator model) to accommodate improved EO/IR sensors, SAR, targeting radar, and up to 3,000 pounds

The Altair operated by NASA had an 86-foot wingspan to optimize the aircraft for high-altitude flight. The Altair was designed to carry a 3,000-pound payload to 52,000 feet.

of externally mounted ordnance for its military role. Designers sought an endurance of over 30 hours, speeds greater than 240 knots true airspeed, and operational altitudes above 50,000 feet. A fault-tolerant, redundant flight-control system, and triplex avionics increased reliability and safety.  

Development of the Reaper began with Predator B-001, a proof-of-concept prototype. It had a larger fuselage than the standard Predator airframe with a wing-span of 66 feet. It was distinguishable from the original Predator by its Y-shaped tail and ventral vertical fin. A 950 standard horsepower (shp) Garrett AiResearch TPE-331-10T turboprop engine, de-rated to 700 shp, drove a rear-mounted, three-blade, controllable-pitch propeller, giving the aircraft a maximum speed of 220 knots. The B-001 had a 25-hour endurance and was capable of carrying a 750-pound payload to an altitude of 45,000 feet. B-001 had a maximum gross takeoff weight of 7,500 pounds.  

The Predator B-001 logged its first flight on Feb. 2, 2001, from the El Mirage facility. After completing initial airworthiness test flights and various software and systems upgrades, a second series of test flights was flown in mid-summer 2001 to expand the flight envelope and validate autonomous flight capabilities. During a flight over the Edwards Air Force Base test range, the prototype reached a maximum sustainable altitude of 48,300 feet.

While refining the configuration, General Atomics designers explored the possibility of building a jet-powered variant of the Predator B. It was initially proposed that a Predator B-002 with a 2,300-pound-thrust Williams FJ44-2A turbofan engine be built. NASA initially expressed some interest in a production version of the turbofan-powered variant, but development of such a vehicle was delayed until 2005 and a prototype, called Predator C Avenger, didn’t fly until April 2007.

The Predator B-002 was instead built as a turbo-


12 Ibid
prop-powered craft. It was nearly identical to B-001 but was equipped with single-string avionics as in the earlier Predator A model. The limitations of the B-002 design were dramatically highlighted by the capabilities of the improved Altair and Predator B-003 airframes, the first to incorporate triple-redundant avionics.

Altair was built with the 7,500-lb. GTOW fuselage and wing extensions. The Predator B-003 sported an upgraded 10,500-lb. GTOW airframe with an 86-foot wingspan. It was designed to carry a 3,000-pound payload to 52,000 feet with a maximum endurance of more than 20 hours. After successful flight demonstrations at El Mirage NASA decided to lease Altair for use as a research platform.13

The Altair vehicle was the first UAV to feature triple-redundant avionics as well as a fault-tolerant flight control system.

NASA

payload to 52,000 feet with a maximum endurance of more than 20 hours. After successful flight demonstrations at El Mirage NASA decided to lease Altair for use as a research platform.13

**Altair**

The Altair vehicle was designed to perform a variety of ERAST science missions specified by NASA’s Earth Science Enterprise. To demonstrate its ability to meet those standards, General Atomics conducted a multi-flight demonstration of the aircraft representative of a scientific data-gathering mission, including all integrated logistical support necessary when operating from a remote location. Demonstration plans included three long-duration, high-altitude flights with a payload consisting of imaging sensors and atmospheric-sampling instruments.

In the initial planning phase of the project, NASA scientists established a stringent set of requirements for Altair. These included mission endurance of 24 to 48 hours at an altitude range of 40,000 to 65,000 feet with a payload of at least 660 pounds. The project team also sought to develop procedures to allow operations from conventional airports without conflict with piloted aircraft. Additionally, Altair had to demonstrate command and control beyond-line-of-sight (BLOS) communications via satellite link, see-and-avoid operations relative to other air traffic, and the capability to communicate with FAA air-traffic controllers. In order to accomplish this, it would be necessary to equip the Altair with an automated collision-avoidance system and a voice relay to allow air-traffic control-
lers to talk to ground-based Altair pilots. Since it was expected to be the first UAS to meet FAA requirements for operating from conventional airports, with piloted aircraft, in the national airspace (NAS), the aircraft also had to meet all FAA airworthiness and maintenance standards.\textsuperscript{14}

The final Altair configuration was designed to fly continuously for up to 32 hours. Driven by its 700shp turboprop, it was capable of reaching an altitude of approximately 52,000 feet and had a maximum range of about 4,200 miles. It was designed to carry up to 750 pounds of sensors, radar, communications and imaging equipment in its forward fuselage.

Altair’s first checkout flight at El Mirage on June 9, 2003, was a significant milestone in development of high-altitude, long-endurance, remotely operated aircraft. The aircraft lifted off gracefully and remained at relatively low altitude in the local area while the ground-based pilot evaluated its basic airworthiness and flight controls. In a post-flight briefing, NASA and GA-ASI officials were enthusiastic about the results.

“This is what we’ve been waiting for,” said Glenn Hamilton, Altair project manager at NASA Dryden. “Now we can move forward with getting UAVs into the national airspace and conducting research.”

Thomas J. Cassidy Jr., General Atomics Aeronautical Systems president and chief executive officer, echoed Hamilton’s comments, saying, “Altair’s first flight is a culmination of 10 years of experience in building reliable unmanned aircraft based on a common design philosophy.”\textsuperscript{15}

The Altair was the first UAV to feature triple-redundant controls and avionics for increased reliability, as well as a fault-tolerant, dual-architecture flight control system. After initial airworthiness test flights it served as an avionics testbed for the production version of the MQ-9 before being serving as a NASA research platform.

In July 2004, the Altair was deployed to Alaska to monitor fishing activities in the Bering Sea and the North Pacific Ocean for the U.S. Coast Guard but ended up being used to help map wildfires. Personnel stationed at the Poker Flat Research Range, 30 miles north of Fairbanks, helped secure crucial real-time imagery of wildfires raging through remote wilderness areas, including those in their own backyard. Operators collected real-time information on fire locations, fire movement, and previously unidentified hot spots with the aircraft during a July 9 mission. Images of the so-called Boundary fire were used by firefighters as they tackled flames that charred portions of the 5,132-acre range in three separate waves that caused minor damage.\textsuperscript{16}

In February 2004, General Atomics announced the award of a contract with the Canadian Forces to deploy the Altair in support of the Atlantic Littoral Intelligence, Surveillance, Reconnaissance Experiment – ALIX – in which the UAS was integrated with multi-mode maritime radar as well as electro-optical and infrared cameras for littoral and maritime surveillance off Canada’s east coast. The month-long deployment commenced in August 2004 and involved BLOS operation of the aircraft and distribution of radar and video imagery to various end users throughout Canadian land, air, and maritime military forces.

Launched from an airfield at Goose Bay, Newfoundland, and flown on an instrument flight plan, control of the aircraft and payload was passed to a remote operations center in Ottawa for BLOS satellite communication operations. Surface-search radar and video imagery were passed to two remote video terminals (RVT) at separate locations.\textsuperscript{17}

After returning to the U.S., the Altair was finally available for NASA research missions. The first task for Dryden researchers was to evaluate various new control, communications, and collision-avoidance technologies critical to enabling unmanned vehicles to fly safely in the national airspace. Three test flights for aircraft and payload evaluation were conducted at Gray Butte in April 2005. These flights included a full payload and reached a maximum altitude of 44,619 feet and 4.8-hour duration. NASA researchers were now ready to deploy the Altair for the first time.\textsuperscript{18}

In May 2005, the National Oceanic and Atmo-
A Ku-band satellite communications system provided the Altair with uplink/downlink capabilities for beyond-line-of-sight control by a pilot in a ground station.

NASA

spheric Administration (NOAA) funded the UAV Flight Demonstration Project in cooperation with NASA and General Atomics. The experiment included a series of atmospheric and oceanic research flights off the California coastline to collect data on weather and ocean conditions, as well as climate and ecosystem monitoring and management.19

Science flights began on May 7 with a 6.5-hour flight to the Channel Islands Marine Sanctuary west of Los Angeles, a site thought ideal for exploring NOAA’s operational objectives with a digital camera system and electro-optical/infrared sensors. The Altair carried a payload of instruments for measuring ocean color, atmospheric composition and temperature, and for surface imaging during flights at altitudes of up to 45,000 feet. Objectives of the experiment included evaluation of an unmanned aircraft system for future scientific and operational requirements related to NOAA’s oceanic and atmospheric research, climate research, marine sanctuary mapping and enforcement, nautical charting, and fisheries assessment and enforcement.20

Over the next few weeks, the Altair team made two attempts to conduct a 20-hour flight over the Pacific Ocean. Problems with the satellite communications link, however, resulted in flight durations of less than seven hours each. After a hiatus, flights resumed on Nov. 14 with a mission that lasted 18.4 hours and included ascent and descent altitude profiles at two fixed locations, a key aspect of the demonstration. The aircraft returned to Gray Butte somewhat earlier than planned on Nov. 15 due to fuel-management concerns. After landing, however, technicians found that fuel reserves would have permitted several hours


20 Ibid.
The Altair was flown over California’s Channel Islands in a joint NASA-NOAA project to collect data on atmospheric chemistry and the marine environment.

NASA

of additional operation.\textsuperscript{21}

The joint NASA-NOAA research missions concluded on Nov. 16, 2005. During another flight over the Channel Islands, sensors on the aircraft gathered ocean color and atmospheric chemistry measurements and observed marine mammals and their environment. Researchers also evaluated capabilities that would be useful for conducting low-tide coastal mapping and NOAA law enforcement surveillance of the Channel Islands National Marine Sanctuary. NASA coordinated use of Altair with GA-ASI and provided mission management expertise to NOAA as well as flight planning.\textsuperscript{22}

During these missions, the Altair flew in both restricted and controlled areas of the national airspace. The FAA was very cooperative with regard to flight plan approval and in-flight coordination with Altair through regional air traffic control centers along the West coast. The FAA had granted an Experimental Airworthiness Certificate for the Altair – the first ever for a UAS – in August 2005. The certification was an important step toward increasing the aircraft’s freedom to operate in the national airspace and recognized the quality and reliability of Altair operations. More than a dozen Experimental certificates have since been issued for unmanned vehicles, encouraging expanded development and use of UAS technology in U.S. airspace.\textsuperscript{23}

In 2006, personnel from NASA, NOAA, GA-ASI and the U.S. Forest Service teamed up for the Altair Western States Fire Mission. The experiment demonstrated the combined use of a NASA Ames-designed thermal multi-spectral scanner integrated on a large-payload capacity UAV, a data link telemetry system, near-real-time image geo-rectification, and rapid Internet data dissemination to fire center and disaster managers. The sensor system was capable of automatically identifying burned areas as well as active fires so there was no need to train sensor operators to analyze imagery. The success of this project set the stage for NASA’s acquisition of an advanced Reaper variant and paved the way for future operational UAS missions in the national airspace.\textsuperscript{24}

\textsuperscript{21} Fahey, et al, “Altair Unmanned Aircraft System Achieves Demonstration Goals.”


\textsuperscript{23} Fahey, et al, “Altair Unmanned Aircraft System Achieves Demonstration Goals.”

Ground crewmen prepare the Ikhana for flight. The vehicle is a civilian version of the MQ-9, modified and instrumented for use in a variety of civil research roles.

NASA

Ikhana

In November 2006, NASA Dryden obtained a civilian version of the MQ-9 that was subsequently modified and instrumented for use in multiple civil research roles. These include supporting Earth science missions, development of advanced aeronautical technology, and acting as a testbed to develop capabilities for improving the utility of unmanned aerial systems.

The project team named the aircraft Ikhana, a Native American Choctaw word meaning intelligent, conscious or aware. The choice was considered descriptive of research goals NASA had established for the aircraft and its related systems at the time.25

“The name perfectly matches the goals we have for the aircraft,” said Brent Cobleigh, NASA Dryden’s first project manager for Ikhana. “They include collecting data that allow scientists to better understand and model our environmental conditions and climate, increasing the intelligence of unmanned aircraft to perform advanced missions, and demonstrating technologies that enable new manned and unmanned aircraft capabilities.”26

The Ikhana is 36 feet long with a 66-foot wingspan. It can carry more than 400 pounds of sensors internally and over 2,000 pounds in external pods. The aircraft is


powered by a Honeywell TPE 331-10T turbine engine and is capable of reaching altitudes above 40,000 feet but with limited endurance at such altitudes. It is also the first production Predator B equipped with a digital electronic engine controller developed by Honeywell and General Atomics. This feature makes the Ikhana 5% to 10% more fuel efficient in some flight regimes than earlier versions of the aircraft.27

NASA’s Science Mission Directorate was the first primary customer, employing the aircraft for Earth science studies. The Airborne Science Program uses both manned and unmanned aircraft to collect data within the Earth’s atmosphere, complementing measurements of the same phenomenon taken from space and those taken on the Earth’s surface. Ikhana is a versatile platform for such research because a variety of atmospheric and remote sensing instruments, including duplicates of sensors carried on orbiting satellites, can be installed to collect data during flights lasting more than 20 hours.

“The need to collect data over day-night time cycles and over long distances in remote areas drives the need for a long-duration unmanned aircraft,” said Cobleigh. “Piloted aircraft are limited by crew duty requirements that generally restrict science flights to 10 hours or less. Unmanned aircraft are also more suitable for remote missions spanning open oceans or the polar regions, where the lack of nearby emergency landing locations increases the risk for piloted missions.”28

NASA’s Aeronautics Research Mission Directorate also uses the aircraft for advanced systems research and technology development. Initial experiments included the use of fiber optics for wing shape and temperature sensing as well as control and structural loads measurements. Six hair-like fibers located on the upper surfaces of the Ikhana’s wings

27 “Ikhana Unmanned Science and Research Aircraft System.”
28 Beth Hagenauer, “Ikhana UAV Gives NASA New Science and Technology Capabilities.”
provide 2,000 strain measurements in real time, allowing researchers to study changes in the shape of the wings during flight. The fibers are small enough that they have no affect on aerodynamic lift and drag. The sensor system weighs just a few pounds and the fibers are thin enough that future versions could be embedded within a composite wing structure. Such sensors have numerous applications for future generations of aircraft and spacecraft. They could be used, for example, to enable adaptive wing-shape control to make an aircraft more aerodynamically efficient for particular flight regimes.29

**Flying the Ikhana UAS**

Using the newly built Ikhana aircraft, General Atomics personnel trained the NASA Ikhana crewmembers – pilots, systems monitors, and maintenance technicians – at the company’s Gray Butte facility. This effort culminated in a milestone flight on June 23, 2007. Herman Posada, flying Ikhana from a Ground Control Station at Gray Butte, initiated takeoff and flew the aircraft into restricted airspace bordering Edwards Air Force Base. He then handed off control to Mark Pestana in the GCS at NASA Dryden, who landed the aircraft on the main runway at Edwards and taxied it to the NASA parking ramp.30


The Ikhana is flown from a ground control station, visible at right. A Ku-band satellite communications system provides data uplink and downlink capability.

NASA

Pilots and mission support personnel control Ikhana from the GCS using direct (C-band) and satellite-relayed (Ku-band) communications. Air-traffic control issues are coordinated with FAA ATC personnel and military controllers (Sport) at Edwards Air Force Base.
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Two NASA pilots, Herman Posada and Mark Pestana, were initially trained to fly the Ikhana. Posada had 10 years of experience flying Predator vehicles for General Atomics before joining NASA as an Ikhana pilot. He soon discovered he had to adapt to differences between the earlier models with single-string avionics and the advanced version with triple-redundant avionics and digital electronic engine controls.

“I think it’s just experience,” said Posada. “It’s not a perfect system, but there are ways to make it work right.”

The GCS cockpit features pilot and payload operator stations, the latter of which also serves as a co-pilot station with redundant controls. CRT screens provide a heads-up display with options for a military-style data presentation or one more like what might be found in a civilian light aircraft (referred to by pilots as the “Cessna display”). Only one pilot at a time can fly the aircraft, although the co-pilot assists during the demanding takeoff and landing phases and can issue commands to configure the various aircraft systems as necessary. Unlike in a conventional airplane, control inputs are made with a keyboard and joystick. When one pilot needs to take a break, another can take over so that there is always a fully alert crewmember at the controls.

The entire experience of flying the Ikhana remotely is very different compared to conventional flying because the UAS pilot lacks such physical cues as visibility, motion, sound, feel, and even smell. Pestana, who has over 4,000 flight hours in numerous aircraft types, had never flown a UAS prior to his assignment to the Ikhana project. He found the experience an exciting challenge to his abilities because the lack of vestibular cues and peripheral vision hindered his situational awareness and eliminated his ability to experience such sensations as motion and sink rate.

“It was like I had lost four of my five senses,” he said of his experience in the ground cockpit. “Your vision is limited because there is only a single camera for forward visibility, you can’t hear the engine, feel the aircraft’s motion or acceleration, or smell a fuel leak or an electrical fire.”

The flight controls are also markedly different from those of a conventional aircraft. The pilot’s station includes a set of rudder/brake pedals, engine


throttle, propeller controls, and a control stick grip but the similarities end there. On a traditional aircraft, control stick deflection to change pitch or bank results in a steady rate of change. On the Ikhana, stick deflection sets a specific fixed pitch or bank angle. Instead of a standard control panel, the pilot uses two systems display screens to access more than 60 pages of data.34

“Instead of physical switches – toggle switches or dials – you’re using a keyboard and trackball and pulling down menus like you would on your personal computer to activate systems,” Pestana explained. “Understanding where all of these system controls are located, and finding the right screen display to access the controls, is challenging.”35

Posada described an Ikhana flight as “hours of

34 Jay Levine, “No one on board – Ikhana pilots fly aircraft from the ground.”

35 Ibid.
boredom punctuated by a couple of moments of sheer terror during takeoff and landing.” The demands of these maneuvers place a considerable workload on the pilot.36

“There’s a lot of stuff you’re looking at while working the radios and checklists. It’s a little too much for one (pilot). You need an extra set of eyes because sometimes you’re drowning in information. Having other people say your speed is high or fast, or telling you to watch your sink rate is important,” he explained, emphasizing that flying the Ikhana is a team effort. “There are a lot of people on the team. Without their vital support, we couldn’t get the airplane in the air.”37

Endurance is a key advantage in using a UAS for a variety of science missions. The Ikhana’s range capabilities and the fact that flight crews can be changed without the aircraft returning to base allow the vehicle to remain aloft for more than 20 hours during a single mission.

36 Interview with Herman Posada, Sept. 19, 2008.

37 Jay Levine, “No one on board.”
“For example,” said Pestana, “atmospheric scientists prefer to have continuous data collection over a full day’s cycle, where the presence or absence of sunlight may drive chemical reactions in the atmosphere that affect weather and climate.”

These characteristics were at the heart of efforts to establish a project to apply UAS technology to fighting wildfires.

Forward-looking cameras provide visual information for situational awareness. A head-up display overlays information regarding airspeed, altitude, attitude, engine performance, and landing-gear status.

An infrared camera provides visibility during nighttime operations, allowing the pilot to land the vehicle safely in the dark.

---

38 Interview with Mark Pestana, Aug. 13, 2008.
CHAPTER TWO
CHARIOTS OF FIRE

One obvious application of UAS-based remote sensing technology is in the field of emergency response to wildfires. In order to combat fire in rugged wilderness terrain, first responders need as much information as possible, as quickly as possible. That drives a need to use airborne sensors with a wide field of view (several miles) that can penetrate smoke and haze obscuring the firefighter’s view of thick forests or brush-filled canyons and rugged terrain. While the sensors themselves could be mounted in any number of different aircraft, flying such a mission poses a risk to aircraft and crews. Hazards include obscured visibility due to smoke, night operations, and turbulence from rising columns of hot air. Use of unmanned aircraft mitigates these risks while delivering timely information.

Previously, on older systems, sensor data had to be physically downloaded and processed after landing. This meant the information was hours old by the time it reached emergency response personnel. Ikhana’s high-bandwidth data link enables fire information to be transmitted to incident commanders within minutes, a vital capability when high winds are carrying embers over long distances in rugged terrain.

In September 2001, scientists from Ames Research Center led a demonstration of the Altus II UAS as a remote sensing platform to gather thermal data over wildfires and relay real-time information via satellite to fire management personnel on the ground. The First Response Experiment, or FiRE, demonstrated the combined use of a multi-spectral scanner, satellite image data telemetry, near real-time image geo-rectification,
Crews set a backfire to stop the Poomacha fire from advancing westward. Airborne-sensor data, delivered in near real-time, allow incident commanders to deploy firefighting resources more effectively.
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and rapid data dissemination over the Internet to disaster managers.39

Dr. Steven S. Wegener, senior research scientist at NASA-Ames (now with the Bay Area Environmental Research Institute) spearheaded the FiRE demonstration missions on the Altus II UAS. Vincent G. Ambrosia, senior research scientist at California State University, Monterey Bay, was a fire science team led on the FiRE effort with a primary interest in demonstrating UAS imaging capabilities for supporting wildfire assessments. The Ames wildfire science team’s interest came in response to an upward trend in the number and severity of wildfires, a key component of changing ecosystems and climate impacts. “We began looking at the science of fires,” Ambrosia said, “and then started working on improving the capabilities of airborne sensors to better observe and study fires.”40 The team at Ames developed the Airborne Infrared Disaster Assessment System (AIRDAS) sensor package to fill that critical fire sensor niche in the early to mid-1990s. The AIRDAS was flown on numerous missions on manned platforms until Wegener developed the idea of integrating the AIRDAS on the Altus II to demonstrate the efficacy of using unmanned systems and sensors for science and applications support missions.

The AIRDAS is a four-channel line-scan instrument designed to measure the thermal signature of wildfires or other natural and manmade disasters, accurately resolving fire intensities as high as 600 degrees C. The instrument collects data in four filterable electromagnetic channels to provide various types of information for analysis. Band 1 (visible) is suitable for monitoring smoke plumes as well as distinguishing cultural and topographic features. Band 2 provides information for analysis of vegetative composition and very hot fire fronts while penetrating most associated


Vincent Ambrosia headed a team that developed an airborne sensor package to collect imagery of wildfires from an unmanned aircraft, process the data on board, and transmit them to users in near-real time.

NASA

smoke plumes. Band 3 (mid-infrared spectrum) is designed for estimating high-temperature conditions. Band 4 is used to collect thermal data on Earth ambient temperatures, lower temperature soil heating conditions behind fire fronts, and minute temperature differences in pre-heating conditions. The system operates at five to 24 scans per second with a digitized swath width of 720 pixels in the cross-track direction as data is acquired continuously in the along-track direction. The scanning optics have a 108-degree field of view in the cross-track direction and an instantaneous field of view of 2.62 milliradians. These parameters provide a ground resolution of 8.0 meters from an altitude of 10,000 feet above the ground. Fires smaller than 8.0 meters are detectable through calibration.41

Image data is downlinked from the aircraft and geo-rectified so it can be almost immediately integrated into a map base. Typically, the information is available to firefighters within five to 10 minutes of acquisition. It can sometimes take as much as 30 minutes because the system can either acquire or downlink data, but not simultaneously. “Real-time data is critical in a disaster such as a fire incident,” said Ambrosia. “Responders need to know where the fire is right now and where it is going.”42

**FIRE demonstration**

The FiRE demonstration took place Sept. 6, 2001, at El Mirage. Disaster managers and fire management personnel were on hand to view the demonstration and participate in evaluation of products and procedures. Technicians initiated aircraft system and payload checks one hour before scheduled takeoff time, with

41 Vincent G. Ambrosia, “Remotely Piloted Vehicles as Fire Imaging Platforms: The Future is Here!”

42 Interview with Vincent G. Ambrosia.
“hands off” all systems about 30 minutes later. Altus II took off immediately after a controlled burn was ignited adjacent to the runway. After reaching an altitude of 6,000 feet above the ground, controllers flew the vehicle in a racetrack pattern over the burn area for a total of five data-collection passes. Technicians on the ground geo-rectified the imagery and passed the data to fire managers via computer network within 10 minutes of receiving them. Exceeding expectations, the Altus II UAS had launched, attained mission altitude, completed five data-collection passes, telemetered AIRDAS data over the horizon via satellite to Ames, and data were geo-rectified and distributed to fire managers via Internet within an hour of takeoff.43

Success of the FiRE demonstration was the result of close cooperation among federal and state agencies and private industry. General Atomics personnel designed, built, and flew the Altus II vehicle and performed systems integration. NASA scientists developed and supplied the AIRDAS thermal imaging scanner. Remote Satellite Systems Inc. of Santa Rosa, Calif., provided a NERA World Communicator M4 portable satellite telephone terminal and antenna for telemetry. GA-ASI personnel integrated the telemetry system into the airplane’s fuselage after NASA technicians modified the equipment for remote aircraft operations. Terra-Mar Resource Information Services of Mountain Ranch, Calif., performed near real-time image geo-rectification.44

In the wake of the Altus II success, the FiRE project team focused on further advancements in UAS technology, payload capabilities, telemetry, and information processing for disaster management. The next phase of research, development, and demonstration involved the Altair UAS with plans for long-duration missions covering actual wildfires throughout the Western United States.

In 2003, NASA funded the Wildfire Research and Applications Partnership (WRAP), a five-year project
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to foster collaborative efforts among NASA and U.S. Forest Service personnel to develop and demonstrate technologies for collecting and sharing data on wildfires. Evolving technologies were exploited to improve information content and timeliness of data dissemination to fire managers. Plans to accomplish these objectives evolved into the Western States Fire Mission (WSFM).45

Sensor development

The Autonomous Modular Sensor (AMS), developed by a team at NASA Ames was key to the success of the WSFM. This was not, however, the first use of NASA resources for imaging wildfires.

In 1971, the Air Force loaned two U-2C airplanes to NASA Ames for use as Earth Resources Survey

Aircraft. Visual and infrared photography from these platforms, taken at altitudes in the vicinity of 65,000 feet, showed previously unknown access routes to advancing fire fronts, indicated ideal placement of firebreaks, and identified dangerous terrain where firefighters might become trapped. Experience with U-2 imagery has shown the data helped emergency response personnel contain fires sooner with less manpower and equipment than would have been possible otherwise. The biggest disadvantage, however, was the length of time necessary to retrieve and process the film and deliver the images to incident commanders.46

In 1981 and 1989 NASA acquired two ER-2 aircraft, a larger and more capable version of the U-2 that offered a marked improvement in payload capacity, endurance, and range. The ER-2 was capable of carrying NASA’s Moderate Imaging Spectroradiometer – MODIS – Airborne Simulator (MAS) instrument, a modified Daedalus Wildfire scanning spectrometer that provides spectral information similar to that provided by MODIS launched on the EOS-AM satellite.

46 Jay Miller, _Lockheed U-2_, Aerofax Inc., Austin, TX, 1983.
The Wildfire Spectrometer was delivered to Ames in April 1991. A single visible-band channel was added and several infrared spectral channels were altered to configure the instrument for the FIRE Cirrus-II experiment. In January 1992 the modified Wildfire sensor was then further modified to become MAS. Although the instrument is a 50-band spectrometer, the digitizer was configured for each mission to record a pre-selected group of 12 spectral bands during the flight. For most of these missions the digitizer was configured to record four 10-bit channels and seven 8-bit channels. A 50-channel digitizer capable of recording all 50 spectral bands at 12-bit resolution became operational in January 1995.47

NASA officials recognized that a sensor package that could be mounted on a remotely piloted aircraft would provide greater flexibility, and tasked researchers at Ames with developing instrumentation and demonstrating that scientifically valuable data could be gathered using UAS technology.

Subsequently, a team of scientists began working on an upgraded version of the Daedalus AADS-1268 Thematic Mapper Simulator (TMS) – a digital multispectral scanner flown aboard the ER-2 – but with a lighter, smaller, more autonomous sensor package and lower electrical power requirements. The team’s engineering goals included development of an accurate scientific sensor that would be compatible with a remotely piloted aircraft and capable of providing data to users as quickly as possible. The sensor was designed to be modular so that the 12-band Wildfire spectrometer could be replaced with one of two others, which featured different spectral bands optimized for

The Altair carried the sensor pod on a ventral centerline pylon. Sensor data is autonomously processed with georectified topographical information to create a fire-intensity map.
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The sensor pod was originally configured for ventral carriage on the Altair’s fuselage centerline. For Ikhana missions, the pod was mounted beneath the left wing.

The MODIS was used as a starting point for the AMS Wildfire sensor since data from the scanner’s spectral bands could be input into a fire detection algorithm used by the Forest Service and other agencies. The new sensor system needed the capability to provide general Earth resources imaging, and input for the fire detection algorithm, and would need to be capable of delivering accurate, readily interpreted images of affected areas in near real-time, so that firefighting resources can be efficiently deployed.

The result was the AMS, a line scanner with a rotating elliptical mirror that provides a cross-track scan. Incoming light reflected off the input mirror is sent through a telescope, which collimates the beam. The light then enters a 12-band spectrometer assembly. Eight wavelength bands cover the spectral range from visible to the near infrared. These bands are dispersed through a prism and collected by an array of silicon photodiodes. Two additional near-IR bands are routed through filters and dichroic mirrors to two thermoelectrically cooled indium gallium arsenide detectors. Dichroic mirrors and a dual-band bandpass filter select the final two mid-infrared and far-infrared bands, which are specially defined for wildfire applications. The bandpass filter sits in front of a sandwiched detector with an indium-antimony detector atop a mercury-cadmium telluride detector, cooled by a Stirling cycle cryogenic cooler. Data from these bands are processed in the fire detection algorithm. Onboard blackbody sources calibrate each detector well enough that the algorithm can report the temperature of the detected fires up to a temperature of 1,000°C (1,832°F) with an accuracy of 0.5°C (16.9°F). The sensor can also provide a vector map of hot spots.

While operating, output from the detectors is digitized into 716 16-bit cross-track pixels. For wildfire imagery the pixel angular resolution is about 100 ft/pixel for data acquired from 40,000 feet, providing an appropriate tradeoff between resolution and coverage. Digitized data is combined with navigational and inertial sensor data to precisely determine the location and orientation of the sensor. In addition, the data is autonomously processed with georectified topographical information to create a fire intensity map.

The AMS weighs about 264 pounds, including heating and cooling equipment, optical assembly, digitizer, and processor. With blackbody calibration sources and detector heaters on, the system can use up to 50 amps at 28 volts DC. Data collected by this small package are processed on board the aircraft to provide a finished
General Atomics Aeronautical Systems Inc. supplied pilots and sensor operators for the Altair Western States Fire Missions. NASA

...product formatted according to a geographical information systems standard, which makes it accessible with commonly available programs such as Google Earth.

The AMS records all 12 channels on board so that all data is available for post-flight processing. Generally, during a mission, only three channels of desired information are downlinked in near real-time. The channels selected depend on the needs of the user – day/night imagery, active fire data, post-burn data, etc. Data telemetry is downlinked via a Ku-band satellite communications system. After quality-control assessment by scientific personnel in the GCS, the information is transferred to NASA Ames and then made available to remote users via the Internet.48

The AMS payload also drapes fire information over three-dimensional geographic data collected by a specially modified radar system that flew on board the space shuttle Endeavour during an 11-day mission in February 2000. The Shuttle Radar Topography Mission (SRTM) obtained elevation data on a near-global scale to generate the most complete high-resolution digital topographic database of Earth. The NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory released SRTM data for public use through the Internet.49

Altair Western States Fire Missions

Goals for the 2006 WSFM included demonstrating the capabilities of a long-duration UAS to collect infrared imagery of wildfires in the Western United States, west of the Rocky Mountains and between the Mexican and Canadian borders, and to disseminate the data in near real-time to firefighters in affected areas. Partners from NASA Ames and the Forest Service addressed scientific and mission goals while those at NASA Dryden were responsible for operational aspects of flying a remotely piloted aircraft in the national airspace. General Atomics was responsible for constructing a pod to hold the AMS and integrating the pod and sensor package onto the aircraft.50

Three operational objectives were critical to the mission. First, the UAS had to remain aloft for long durations to image multiple fires throughout the region of interest. Second, NASA had to develop a sensor and associated equipment and systems capable of collecting, processing, and delivering information to firefighters and incident commanders within 10 minutes of collection. Finally, the team had to demonstrate the ability to safely operate a UAS in the national airspace using the same FAA procedures required of other aircraft. NASA officials conducted mission planning and were responsible for obtaining FAA approval for flights in the national airspace. General Atomics provided pilots and sensor operators.51

In early 2006, NASA leased time in the Altair UAS from General Atomics for the Western States
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Equipped with a pod-mounted infrared-imaging sensor, the Altair UAS aided fire-mapping efforts over wildfires in central and southern California in late 2006.
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Fire Mission. The NASA Dryden team was responsible for mission planning and obtaining a Certificate of Authorization (COA) from the FAA, granting permission for Altair to overfly fire incident areas within the national airspace.\(^{52}\)

Working with the newly created FAA Headquarters Unmanned Aircraft Systems Program Office, the NASA team made significant progress toward completing a COA application for flights to capture data over wildfires in any of the 11 western states: California, Oregon, Washington, Nevada, New Mexico, Arizona, Idaho, Montana, Utah, Wyoming, and Colorado. By September, however, it became clear that COA approval would not be possible before the close of the 2006 wildfire season. In order to get the AMS into the air as soon as possible and begin data collection, the team requested a COA for a more limited operating area. On Oct. 19, a COA valid through Dec. 1 was granted that allowed Altair to be flown in areas directly adjacent to restricted airspace normally used Dryden-based NASA research missions.\(^{53}\)

Using this authorization on Oct. 24, 2006, the team flew the Altair on a 23-hour mission over a controlled burn near Yosemite National Park, Calif., at an altitude of 43,000 feet. The data confirmed satellite-based fire detection information and the AMS payload also observed a second nearby wildfire. Following this significant milestone, the Western States Fire Mission team stood down, removed the sensor pod from Altair, and began preparing for the 2007 wildfire season.

Plans changed quickly when an arsonist set a small fire near Cabazon, Calif., that grew to devastate more than 40,000 acres, destroy 34 homes, and cause the deaths of five firefighters. California governor Arnold Schwarzenegger requested emergency support for remote sensing over the burn area of the Esperanza fire, as it came to be known. The Altair team responded to the crisis by reinstalling the pod, rewiring the Altair aircraft, planning the mission, and requesting a COA Amendment.\(^{54}\)

\(^{52}\) Ibid.

\(^{53}\) Ibid.

NASA planners submitted the request on Oct. 27, asking for an extension of the Yosemite COA that would allow a flight over the Esperanza fire. Fortunately, the FAA had created a process that allowed the extension to be granted that evening. Altair was ready to fly again.\(^5^5\)

During a 16-hour mission, the team delivered some 100 visible and infrared images in near real-time to incident commanders along with more than 20 data files with detailed maps of the fire’s perimeter. The Incident Command Team studied the thermal data and used the technology to develop an Incident Action Plan that was distributed to firefighters the next morning. The information helped responders better understand the location and movement of the fire and distribute resources accordingly.\(^5^6\)


flights. The Argus also validated information previously collected with NASA’s Aura satellite.57

“As a fire department and especially a wildland one, we’re going to look at the technology that’s out there,” said Riverside County fire captain Julie Hutchinson. “The sooner we get information to the ground forces and fire managers, that makes a difference. That’s a huge thing for us.”58

**Ikhana Western States Fire Missions**

Building on the experience with the Altair, NASA acquired the Ikhana UAS for a second series of Western States Fire Mission flights. Team members worked hard to complete a significant number of training, engineering, and operational milestones in preparation for operational missions scheduled to begin in August 2007. These included training for Dryden pilots, crew members, and technicians, as well as integration and testing of the GCS. The aircraft was modified to carry the sensor pod on a wing pylon, and technicians integrated and tested all associated hardware and systems. Management personnel at Dryden performed a flight readiness review to assure that all necessary operational and safety concerns had been addressed. Finally, planners had to obtain the necessary COA to allow the Ikhana to operate in the national airspace.59

NASA flight operations were conducted as a coordinated effort with the FAA’s service areas, Air Route Traffic Control Centers (ARTCC), and Unmanned Aircraft Program Office (UAPO). Significant hurdles included flight approval from the UAPO and a NASA Dryden safety board. Each review required detailed descriptions of mission plans, procedures, and contingencies. Additionally, the Dryden safety review included all engineering and training issues. The Ikhana’s initial flights originated from Gray Butte but on June 23, 2007, the aircraft was flown to Dryden – its permanent home.60
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Flight planning

Due to the large geographical area involved for each fire mission sortie and the flight schedule flexibility being requested, FAA officials considered the WSFM one of the most complex UAS missions to date. Flexibility was a key issue because the unpredictable nature of wildfires makes it difficult to accurately plan flight tracks more than a few days in advance.

NASA officials submitted the WSFM COA application in February 2007, building on experience gained in the Altair mission planning process. All details of the 2007 mission plans and pertinent information regarding the Ikhana were submitted electronically to the FAA Headquarters UAS Program Office. This was followed by a series of informal meetings between NASA and FAA officials to clarify details of the COA application, mission goals, and operational plans. These meetings gave the FAA ample time to review and discuss the details with the Ikhana team.

“The FAA has been very cooperative in helping to define ways to achieve our mission objectives while protecting the safety of the national airspace system,” said Greg Buoni, lead operations engineer for Ikhana. “Because unmanned aircraft currently have limited ability to see and avoid other aircraft and, in some cases, have lower reliability than a manned aircraft, unmanned flights within the national airspace require a COA and are subject to significant restrictions in their operation.”

Plans for the 2007 WSFM called for a total of four to five flights of approximately 12 to 24 hours duration. Because the FAA required flight plans be submitted three business days prior to the planned flight, the NASA team had to submit plans on Monday for flights scheduled for Thursday. Friday and Saturday served as back-up mission days. Crew rest and aircraft maintenance requirements precluded back-to-back missions.

The magnitude and complexity of the WSFM made it necessary for NASA to coordinate with multiple Air Route Traffic Control Centers. To simplify planning, the area of interest was divided into three zones, each containing no more than three ARTCCs. Each mission would be limited to a single zone in order to reduce the number of people needed to coordinate the flight, particularly within the FAA.

Restrictions imposed by the UAPO and NASA safety policy precluded flying the Ikhana over densely populated areas. In addition, the Dryden Safety Office conducted a detailed risk analysis of each proposed mission. This resulted in development of zone maps showing keep-out areas in red and less-densely-populated areas in yellow. The Ikhana could be flown over yellow areas as long as all aircraft systems functioned normally and the vehicle was under the direct control of a remote pilot in the GCS. If a systems failure resulted in degraded aircraft control, mission rules required avoidance of the yellow areas. In the event that direct control was completely lost, a lost-link mission plan was programmed into the Ikhana’s autonomous systems to avoid overflying both the red and yellow areas, reducing risk to people and property on the ground.

In April 2007, following discussions with FAA representatives from several affected ARTCCs, Ikhana
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Lead Operations Engineer Greg Buoni and other NASA mission planners developed “backbone” flight tracks for Ikhana that avoided yellow and red areas. Later, “spoke” segments were added to allow the aircraft to fly to the fire zones of interest.

Buoni originally wanted to fly the Ikhana directly from fire to fire as long as it could avoid the yellow and red exclusion zones but thought that the FAA would prefer backbone-and-spoke routes.

“We understood this was not as efficient as we would like,” said Buoni, “but we were willing to sacrifice a little efficiency to get an approach the FAA might approve.”

The routes were designed to avoid keep-out zones, maximize coverage of areas likely to experience wildfires, and avoid adverse winds and turbulence as much as possible. Avoiding adverse weather was important for lost-link contingency plans. If the aircraft had to autonomously return to Edwards without a communications link to the GCS, the Ikhana team hoped the aircraft could avoid areas where extreme weather conditions were likely to occur.

In a May 2007 meeting, FAA ARTCC and UAPO representatives rejected the backbone-and-spoke approach and agreed that flying a more direct route from fire to fire would more closely resemble the behavior of other aircraft flying in the national airspace. The COA application retained the backbone-and-spoke route as an example of what a flight plan might look like if there were fires within those areas, and backbones were incorporated into mission plans as necessary.

Missions were planned several days in advance of each flight, with the idea of covering several fires by using point-to-point navigation. Mission altitude was determined by aircraft performance and airspace conditions.

---

Mission planners established “Keep Out” zones in order to avoid flying the Ikhana over populated areas. NASA

constraints. Based on the Ikhana’s performance characteristics and a desire to avoid bad weather during the summer months, the desired altitude range fell between 35,000 and 45,000 feet. The original 2007 WSFM plan called for flight within Class A (positively controlled) airspace and above Reduced Vertical Separation Minimum (RVSM) airspace. Due to performance limitations and the fact that the aircraft was not certificated to operate in the RVSM band from 29,000 to 41,000 feet, flight was restricted to between 18,000 and 29,000 feet. Flight planners would request an operating altitude of 23,000 feet but real-time altitude changes would be performed as requested by FAA air traffic controllers at any time during the mission.66

“See and avoid” capability is a requirement for flight in the national airspace but limitations of the camera system provided on board the Ikhana reduce the pilot’s visual awareness of the aircraft’s surroundings. The pilot must rely on air traffic controllers to maintain adequate separation between the UAS and other aircraft. To accommodate these restrictions, the Ikhana was flown through initial climb and final descent within the restricted airspace surrounding Edwards Air Force Base and then transitioned to Class A airspace.

To allow time for dissemination of flight plans to ARTCCs and to brief air traffic control personnel who would be on duty during a WSFM flight, the FAA required 72 hours notice before each mission. Scientific and operational staff had to assemble a flight plan containing navigational waypoints that would provide access to each defined fire area and track lines designed to avoid yellow and red populated areas. Air traffic controllers cleared other aircraft out of the airspace in the vicinity of the fire so the Ikhana could fly track lines and repeat as necessary without the UAS pilot overburdening controllers

66 Ibid.
"Backbone" routes provided the most direct flight path over each zone of interest while avoiding keep-out areas.
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The workload imposed on WSFM personnel was intensive. Flight planning began three or four days before a scheduled mission so the paperwork could be submitted to the FAA on a Monday, allowing for a Thursday takeoff. Aircraft preflight preparations usually began several hours before scheduled takeoff, generally in the early morning hours to take advantage of calm wind conditions and optimum sun angles for the sensor. Flexibility in the schedule allowed the flight to slip to Friday in the event of unforeseen difficulties, creating a practical limitation of one flight per week maximum.67

Loss of command link and emergency procedures

Increasing use of unmanned vehicles in the national airspace has raised concerns about their potential to cause harm to persons and property in the air and on the ground. The Ikhana WSFM team worked hard to reduce potential risks to an acceptable level. Mission planners must allow for contingencies

---
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With its sensor pod under the left wing, NASA’s remotely piloted Ikhana unmanned aircraft cruises over California during the Western States Fire Mission.
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and alternatives for every point along the flight track. Due to a lack of real-time situational awareness, all available emergency landing sites are identified prior to each mission.

During each flight, a lost-link mission plan is loaded and maintained in the aircraft’s computer in the event of a total communications failure between the Ikhana and the GCS. In the event of a command-and-control link malfunction, the aircraft will autonomously proceed to a specified point over unpopulated terrain and eventually return to Edwards and a location that virtually guarantees pilots will be able to regain control of the aircraft. The pilot continually updates the lost-link mission plan during the flight to reflect the current aircraft position.

The Ikhana’s electric power is normally generated by engine operation. In the event of electrical system failure, the vehicle has batteries capable of supplying power for approximately three hours. This would allow the aircraft to fly approximately 400 nmi, including descent and landing maneuvers. Alternate contingency landing sites were identified and made available for instances in which Ikhana was more than 400 nmi from Edwards when a malfunction occurred.

For the Western States Fire Mission, primary emergency landing sites included Mountain Home Air Force Base, Idaho and Michael Army Airfield, Utah. Agreements with the Air Force and Army specified risks and hazards associated with landing the Ikhana under satellite control as well as necessary ground procedures following landing at remote locations.

If the aircraft loses thrust – due to engine or propeller malfunction, or any other reason – an emergency landing site must be identified within the Ikhana’s gliding distance based on mission altitude. At a cruising altitude of 23,000 feet, the aircraft can glide for approximately 50 nmi. Planners determined secondary emergency landing sites spaced no more than 100 nmi apart throughout the entire area defined by each COA. Additionally, a runway of at least 4,000 feet in length, and preferably 5,000, is necessary for a safe landing.

Because Ikhana lacks sufficient capability to detect and avoid other aircraft in the airfield’s landing pattern or in the nearby vicinity, the FAA directed that these sites could not be active civil or joint-use
airports. NASA Dryden officials stipulated that no military airports could be considered without prior coordination. As best it could, a five-member team from NASA Dryden spent two months surveying the Western United States for potential landing sites, reviewing those sites with the Dryden Range Safety Office, and gathering additional information on sites deemed acceptable.\textsuperscript{68}

Suitable landing sites included dry lakebeds, abandoned runways, farm fields, and other open spaces that would serve as suitable landing sites away from populated areas. Flight personnel rated each site according to its suitability for a safe landing. Marginally suitable sites would only allow for a crash landing that would not endanger the public. This analysis resulted in compilation of a database of more than 280 emergency landing sites, many of which would be appropriate for any given flight. During each flight, the Mission Director would maintain real-time situational awareness of the nearest suitable emergency landing site.\textsuperscript{69}

\textsuperscript{68} Gregory P. Buoni and Kathleen M. Howell, “Large Unmanned Aircraft System Operations in the National Airspace System.”

\textsuperscript{69} Philip Hall, Brent Cobleigh, Greg Buoni, and Kathleen Howell, “Operational Experience with Long Duration Wildfire Mapping.”
An additional challenge in making an emergency landing is that real-time control of the aircraft via the Ku-band satellite link has an inherent signal delay of up to two seconds. During the landing phase, when pilot control inputs are particularly dynamic and need to be applied in a timely manner, this delay can lead to pilot-induced oscillation. The pilot must anticipate the control inputs necessary to avoid making an incomplete flare or hard landing, or even loss of aircraft control. In order to reduce risk and satisfy both FAA and NASA management’s acceptance of this risk, NASA pilots spent many hours flying the Ikhana simulator. Hosted on a desktop computer system, the simulator is capable of emulating the signal delay. The pilots learned to compensate by reducing power and flaring early—“flying in the future,” as Pestana put it.70

Ready to fly

The WSFM team’s desired COA area included all parts of the Western United States that have shown a history of wildfires. This includes a region from the Canadian border to the Mexican border and from the Pacific Ocean to Denver. Planners made every effort to include as much of this region as possible for the 2007 fire season.

In late July 2007, NASA received approval for initial WSFM flights but with significant restrictions. The COA as approved by the FAA was not identical to that requested in the application. The most notable change was a limitation of the operating boundary to within 75 nmi from three defined backbone routes (one in each zone), thus preventing the AMS sensor from imaging any fires beyond this limit. The backbone had no spokes; unfortunately backbone routes had not been selected so as to pass over areas with a high-likelihood of wildfires.

Flights were also prohibited in areas that might be affected by known solar storms, planned Global Positioning System (GPS) testing, or outages in Receiver Autonomous Integrity Monitoring (a system that indicates the integrity of GPS signals). Weather restrictions included a prohibition of flights into turbulence or icing conditions forecast to be moderate to severe. Despite these limitations, the Ikhana team was ready to perform operational missions.71

70 Mark Pestana, comments on draft manuscript, December 2008.
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The Fire Down Below
Chapter Three
THE FIRE DOWN BELOW

The first four Ikhana flights in the national airspace set a benchmark for establishing criteria for future science operations. During these missions, the Ikhana traversed eight western U.S. states, collecting critical fire information and relaying data in near real-time to fire incident command teams on the ground as well as to the National Interagency Fire Center (NIFC) in Boise, Idaho. Data from the AMS-

Wildfire instrument was downlinked to the GCS and then transferred to a server at NASA-Ames and autonomously redistributed to a Google Earth data visualization capability – CDE – that served as a Decision Support System (DSS) for fire data integration and information sharing. This system allowed users to see and use data in as little as 10 minutes after it was collected.72

The Google Earth DSS CDE also supplied other real-time fire-related information including satellite weather data, satellite-based MODIS fire data, Remote Automated Weather Station readings, real-time lightning strike detection data, and other critical fire database source information. Google Earth imagery layers allowed users to see the locations of manmade structures and population centers in the same display as the fire information. Shareable data and information layers, combined into the CDE, al-
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Flight tracks in red, green, blue, and yellow indicate the routes of the first four Ikhana Western States Fire Missions. NASA/Google

allowed the incident commanders and others to make real-time fire management strategy decisions. Personnel throughout the U.S. who were involved in the mission and imaging efforts also accessed the CDE data. Fire incident commanders used the thermal imagery to develop management strategies, redeploy resources, and direct operations to critical areas such as neighborhoods.73

During these four sorties, the Ikhana flew a total of 56 hours, operating in the national airspace for nearly 50 hours. The aircraft overflew and imaged a total of 26 fires, providing real-time data to incident commanders and the NIFC.74

The Ikhana team also collected post-fire burn-assessment imagery over various fires to aid teams in fire ecosystem rehabilitation on those major events. The Burned Area Emergency Rehabilitation (BAER) project examined the effects of the fire on soil, watershed, wildlife, vegetation, and other resources for potential threats to life and property. After experts complete an assessment of an area, the BAER team can propose alternative prescriptions for a rehabilitation plan to local Forest Service officials to minimize the fires’ effects on resources, life, and property within and directly adjacent to the fire. Rehabilitation efforts can include such activities as seeding, use of hay mulch, and vegetation planting designed specifically to meet resource objectives, such as minimizing erosion.75

Three additional missions were flown after requests from several government agencies responding to a wildfire emergency in Southern California. These flights demonstrated the Ikhana team’s ability to provide critical sensor data and distribute it to users in a timely manner under extremely challenging circumstances.76

Four states ablaze

The first WSFM flight took place Aug. 16 and was limited to about 10 hours duration in order to verify planning and coordination procedures. During an unexpectedly short pre-mission teleconference, representatives of the FAA ARTCCs accepted route plans submitted by the NASA team even though one wildfire was at the 75 nmi limit from the Route A backbone. The FAA granted permission for the Ikhana to fly slightly beyond the COA boundary to cover this fire.77

Based on the approved route, approximately 12 emergency landing sites were selected from a list of more than 280 pre-designated sites within the flight zones. During the mission it appeared that local air traffic controllers had, for the most part, been briefed in advance and were expecting the aircraft. Over

74 Ibid.


77 Ibid.
the course of 9.5 hours, the Ikhana flew over four wildfires in southern and central California (the Zaca, Tar, Colby, and Babcock fires), covering a distance of 1,400 nmi. Incident commanders at the Zaca fire were able to access and use data between four and nine minutes after acquisition. The Zaca fire incident commander was so impressed by the WSFM team’s contributions that he appealed to California Senator Barbara Boxer’s office for additional Ikhana imaging flights.\textsuperscript{78}

During WSFM-2 on Aug. 30, the Ikhana remained aloft for 16.1 hours. Data passes were accomplished over five active fires and several previous burn areas, in California (Jackrabbit, Zaca, Tar, Colby, and Babcock), Nevada, Utah, Idaho (Trapper Ridge and Castle Rock), Montana (WH Complex fires), and Wyoming (Columbine, Hardscrabble, and Granite Creek). The total distance covered was about 2,500 nmi. The WSFM team had to cope with momentary loss of color nose-camera imagery during takeoff as well as a mission-planning software editing problem after takeoff and before landing.\textsuperscript{79}

Researchers and firefighters were extremely interested in getting coverage of wildfires north of the approved COA boundary in Idaho and Montana, so the Ikhana team requested a COA extension from the FAA. Unfortunately, the request was denied. Since multiple large wildfires were burning within the approved COA boundaries in Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming, the team submitted a second route

\textsuperscript{78} Ibid.

\textsuperscript{79} Ibid.
In the WSFM-1 flight plan, the known perimeter of the Zaca fire is indicated in light green. MODIS hot detects are shown in yellow, orange, and red.
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plan using the original COA boundary but the real challenges were just beginning.

In the wake of a recently created Air Traffic Control Assigned Airspace (ATCAA – extension of Military Operating Area activities above 18,000 feet), officials at Salt Lake Center requested several waypoints along the Ikhana’s planned route be moved so the aircraft could avoid this area. The suggested alternative route would have passed directly over one of the keep-out zones and was unacceptable.

Eventually, a route was approved that successfully avoided both the ATCAA and the populated keep-out zone. Now, however, there was a conflict with GPS testing that impacted part of the route and the mission was delayed 24 hours. Because of the areas covered, the Ikhana team always had to coordinate flights so as to avoid conflict with GPS testing activities at Naval Air Warfare Center China Lake, the Nevada Test and Training Range, and the Utah Test and Training Range.

On the morning of the rescheduled flight, the Edwards runway was closed for repairs, resulting in an additional postponement. The mission was flown a week later, after coordinating with scheduled GPS tests.

Two data runs on the Castle Rock fire were coincident with overpasses by a satellite carrying a MODIS sensor. Earth Observing System spacecraft – called Terra and Aqua – equipped with MODIS sensors view the entire Earth’s surface every one to two
days, acquiring data in 36 spectral bands to improve researchers’ understanding of global dynamics and processes occurring on the land, in the oceans, and in the lower atmosphere. Such data can be compared with that collected with the Ikhana’s more sensitive instruments.\(^8\)

This mission provided an opportunity to demonstrate real-time weather re-routing. En route to Utah, FAA officials allowed a significant deviation around thunderstorms in northern Nevada, demonstrating that they could treat the Ikhana like any other aircraft in the national airspace.

The third sortie followed an ambitious flight plan for the first true long-duration mission. FAA officials were initially concerned about plans to fly the Ikhana in close proximity to airspace that was used heavily during daylight hours. After considering alternative routes, the time of day Ikhana was to fly though the airspace in question, and assurances that the aircraft could be safely re-routed in real-time, FAA officials approved the route as originally submitted.

GPS testing delayed the planned takeoff time,
resulting in changes to the timing of passes over wildfires along the route. This necessitated reversal of the route’s direction of flight in order to take advantage of more favorable sun angles over the active fires and burn areas to be imaged. Fortunately, the FAA permitted this change.81

WSFM-3 covered 12 fires in California (Butler, North, Fairmont, Grouse, Zaca, Bald, Moonlight, Lick), Oregon (GW and Big Basin), and Washington (Domke Lake and South Omak) in the course of a 20-hour mission on Sept. 7 and 8. During the 3,200 nmi flight, the Ikhana flew from Southern California to within 50 miles of the Canadian border. Multiple passes were made over four of the major fires and several fires were imaged during night and day passes. Five imaging lines were run over the Zaca fire burn area using a spectral band suitable for the BAER project. Ikhana WSFM project representatives were deployed to the NIFC to assist with data evaluation. Teams were also sent to two active fires to help incident commanders with data interpretation and CDE visualization. One team, led by Tom Zajkowski of the U.S. Forest Service, assisted with the GW fire in Oregon, while another from NASA Ames worked the

81 Ibid.
The route for WSFM-2 covered fires as far away as Idaho, Montana, and Wyoming. Air traffic controllers rerouted the Ikhana to avoid potential weather hazards over northern Nevada.
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Lick fire near San Jose, Calif.\textsuperscript{82}

FAA Air Traffic Control flexibility was demonstrated during a real-time movement of one of the wildfire incident loiter locations. Coordination with controllers allowed a seven-mile deviation from the filed flight plan at the Lick fire, which had seen significant movement since the route plan was developed and submitted three days prior to flight. The Ikhana team had excellent FAA support throughout the mission. Mission planners opted to bypass a repeat collection opportunity on the Domke Lake Fire in Washington due to flight time allocation restrictions. Additionally, the Los Angeles Air Traffic Control Center could not give sufficient routing to image the Butler fire due to early evening air traffic in the vicinity of the Ikhana’s flight path.\textsuperscript{83}

Near the end of the flight, the aircraft exhibited a pitch disturbance when the pilot keyed his microphone. Discussions with Air Force and General Atomics personnel revealed that this same behavior had been seen on several early production aircraft during the previous few weeks. Electromagnetic interference between wiring bundles was suspected.


\textsuperscript{83} Ibid.
The fourth mission, on Sept. 27, focused on BAER data collection with overflights of four burn areas throughout California (Butler, Grouse, Lick, and Moonlight). Because this mission primarily involved returning to areas covered during earlier flights, the FAA approved the three-day-prior flight plan submission with little discussion. The Ikhana’s route covered 1,800 nmi in 9.9 hours. During the final hour of the flight, the aircraft climbed to 40,000 feet with approximately half its total fuel load to collect fuel flow performance data with the pod attached.84

84 Ibid.
During WSMF-3 the Ikhana covered 12 fires in California, Oregon, and Washington. The mission was highly successful but a few instances of uncommanded pitch bobble were cause for concern. NASA/Google

In this 3-D image of the Lick fire zone, shades of red and purple highlight the burn area. Yellow hot spots indicate active fires. NASA/Google
Use of 3-D projection, as in this image of the Moonlight fire, allowed incident commanders to better visualize challenging terrain while developing plans to deploy firefighting resources.

**Southern California emergency firestorm support**

In late October 2007, hot, dry Santa Ana winds fanned nearly a dozen major wildfires in the Los Angeles and San Diego regions of Southern California. Spread by 40-80 knot winds, flames pushed through populated areas and devastated vast regions of wilderness, neighborhoods, and businesses. More than 500,000 people had to be evacuated in the endangered areas. On Oct. 22, officials at the California Governor’s Office of Emergency Services and NIFC requested NASA airborne remote sensing resources to assist in monitoring the fast-moving fires. The Wildfire Research and Applications Partnership team at Ames and the Airborne Sciences team at Dryden accepted the challenge to rapidly develop a series of mission profiles to support emergency services personnel battling the firestorm. Although the sensor pod had been removed from the Ikhana following the recently completed WSFM flights and the aircraft was being configured to support the Fiber Optic Wing Shape Sensing project, the two NASA teams quickly reconfigured the platform and sensor and prepared
A helicopter drops water and retardant on the Harris fire near the Mexican border during the 2007 Southern California wildfire emergency. FEMA/Andrea Booher

On October 24, 2007, the Ikhana was flown over more than 10 wildfires throughout Southern California. NASA/Google
for an emergency support mission just two days after receiving the request from the governor’s office.

The Ikhana team experienced a flurry of activity while striving to monitor fires from the vicinity of Lake Arrowhead in the San Gabriel Mountains to as far south as San Diego County. Because the area of interest was south of the approved COA boundary, the FAA quickly amended the existing COA to authorize the Ikhana to fly to within 10 nmi of the U.S.-Mexico border. The three-day advance flight plan submission request deadline was reduced to 48 hours, and later to 24 hours in order to expedite the mission planning process.

At one point, planners at Dryden learned that GPS testing in the vicinity of Nellis Air Force Base, NV, would impact the mission. Consultation between NASA and Air Force officials ensued regarding the emergency situation. Nellis officials agreed to a three-day stand-down of GPS testing so Ikhana missions could proceed. The FAA was notified of the coordination effort.85

On the morning of Oct. 24, the Ikhana took off to begin a nine-hour mission over more than 10 California wildfire locations. The airplane covered a distance of 1,350 nmi while collecting thermal imagery data over the Harris, McCoy, Witch/Poomacha, Coronado Hills, Rosa, Slide, Grass Valley, Buckweed, Ranch, Magic, and San Clemente fire zones. Real-time mission re-planning allowed adaptation to changing fire conditions. This capability allowed coverage of a fire that broke out within the boundaries of the U.S. Marine Corps base at Camp Pendleton.

The information collected with the Ikhana was provided to fire Incident Command Centers (ICC) and various County Emergency Operations Centers (EOC) as quickly as possible. By the time the Ikhana landed in the late afternoon the sensor had collected, processed, and transmitted approximately 100 thermal-infrared data scenes and numerous fire-detection shape files. These products were in the hands of disaster managers within minutes of collection. This success led to a request for further support by the agencies and an additional three missions were subsequently flown.86

WSFM-6, a 7.8-hour sortie on October 25, was another emergency wildfire response mission at the request of the California Office of Emergency Services (CA-OES). All active fires were visited twice during the mission, including the Harris, Rice, Witch/Poomacha, Ammo, Slide, Grass Valley, Buckweed, and Ranch fires along a 1,350 nmi route. Imagery was fed to officials at the Federal Emergency Management Agency, NorthComm fire dispatching agency in San Diego County, CA-OES, and on-scene fire commanders. A post-flight debrief with FAA officials – required after each flight – confirmed that no air traffic control issues were encountered during the mission. General Atomics provided two pilots during the mission to provide breaks to the two NASA pilots. NIFC officials requested that the project team continue flying the Ikhana the following day.87

86 “Completed Missions,” Wildfire Research and Applications Partnership.

WSFM-7 took place on Oct. 26. For the third consecutive day, the joint NASA/Forest Service team responded to the California wildfire emergency at the request of the NIFC and CA-OES. The NASA Dryden Range Safety Office (RSO) approved a route that included all the fires previously imaged as well as the Santiago fire in Orange County. With dense population zones on three sides, the RSO had to identify safe entry and exit routes to the burn area. Because so many people had been evacuated from threatened areas, one of the previously existing keep-out zones was removed, allowing expanded imaging of the Poomacha fire.88

During an early morning preflight briefing, planners decided to reverse the direction of the route due to weather concerns. Since Air Force weather personnel at Edwards were not yet on duty to accept this flight plan revision, the Ikhana team filed the flight plan directly with a civilian Flight Service Station (FSS). This posed a challenge because the plan began with the aircraft exiting a restricted area and ended with it entering a restricted area, an unusual circumstance not accounted for in standard FSS flight plan procedures. Personnel at the FSS resolved the issue by entering an explanation in the “Remarks” section of the flight-plan form. A second challenge arose when planners had to explain to the FSS that there were “0” souls onboard since the Ikhana carried no pilot or passengers.

General Atomics provided one relief pilot during the 8.7-hour mission that traversed 1,350 nmi. FEMA

88 Ibid.
Crews man a firebreak on the Poomacha fire in brush-covered hills west of the Salton Sea. Incident commanders studied AMS imagery from the Ikhana while developing a deployment strategy for firefighters combating the blaze.
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Expanded imagery of the Santiago fire was possible because a large number of people had been evacuated from threatened areas.
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officials again requested that Ikhana flights continue through the weekend. A sortie was scheduled for Oct. 27 but was cancelled due to fog over the desired coverage areas. The AMS sensor cannot penetrate fog. The final mission of the 2007 fire season, WSFM-8, was completed Oct. 28. It encompassed 11 fires and 1,350 nmi in just 7.1 hours, including a BAER assessment of the one-year-old Esperanza fire zone.

BAER imagery shows the extensive burn area caused by the Santiago fire. Note the proximity of neighborhoods on the southern perimeter.
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Active fires included Harris, Rice, Witch, Poomacha, Ammo, Santiago, Slide, and Grass Valley. BAER imagery was also taken at the Buckweed and Ranch fire zones. Once again, General Atomics provided a relief pilot.89

Department of Defense officials requested authorization to fly other unmanned aircraft over the fire areas,

89 Cobleigh, Ikhana Flight Reports, NASA Dryden Flight Research Center.
but the FAA limited the number of unmanned aircraft in the Los Angeles Center’s airspace to one at a time, and the Ikhana mission was given priority. Ikhana project management learned that the missions would be briefed in the White House Situation Room.90

In responding to the California wildfire emergency, the Ikhana team faced a significant challenge. Each mission profile changed depending on the emergency priority for each fire as conditions changed and as data were relayed in real-time to the ICCs and EOCs. Ikhana’s sensor collected approximately 100 images each day and relayed them to the ICC and EOC personnel. As fire activity decreased, some of the mission focus shifted to collection of BAER imagery to support ecological recovery efforts in the affected areas. Researchers used the multi-channel capabilities of the AMS-Wildfire sensor to execute real-time sensor reconfiguration during the course of the mission for either active fire mapping or burn-severity data collection.

During the four Southern California wildfire-imaging missions, Ikhana UAS operators logged a total of approximately 36 flight hours and collected more than 400 AMS-Wildfire images. Data was used tactically by the individual ICCs as well as strategically by the EOC to allocate firefighting resources arriving from other states to fires deemed highest priority based on analysis of AMS imagery. Incident response teams readily adapted Google Earth visualization capabilities into their operations to allow AMS-Wildfire information to be integrated with other critical data layers such as weather, terrain, and local population density. Total downloads of Ikhana imagery exceeded 40,000 files. A spectacular success, the emergency support

---

missions demonstrated the importance of integrating capabilities of various federal agencies for improved disaster response.91

WSFM principal investigator Vincent Ambrosia had anticipated an event like the wildfire siege in Southern California occurring in October. Plans were already in place to have team members at various fire camps to assist with integration of data and imagery derived from the AMS-Wildfire sensor on Ikhana while other personnel remained in place at Dryden, Ames, Google, and the National Interagency Fire Center.

“When the call came on Monday from the National Interagency Fire Center, the California Governor’s Office of Emergency Services, and colleagues within the Incident Command structure on the fires, we were ready to quickly deploy our teams and initiate a mission plan to over fly the fires and provide critical thermal infrared intelligence on the various wildfires,” Ambrosia explained.92

2008 California fire missions

Firestorms again swept California in early summer 2008, bringing calls from the state capitol for more

Scientists used AMS imagery to map actively burning areas of the Basin Complex fire in Monterey County, Calif., on July 8, 2008, as seen here in yellow. Known fire perimeters are seen in green, purple, blues and reds. Multiple California state agencies distributed the information to firefighting officials within minutes of collection, enabling near-real time tactical decision-making.
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91 “Completed Missions,” Wildfire Research and Applications Partnership.

The AMS captured this image of the Gap fire in Santa Barbara County, Calif., on July 8, 2008. The yellow areas depict actively burning fires. The red, pink, and blue tones map burned areas. Multiple California state agencies distributed the information to fire officials minutes after collection for analysis of new fire locations and fire size.
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Ikhana missions. The NASA/Forest Service team gathered six weeks earlier than originally planned and started working on plans to provide state and federal agencies with critical fire intelligence.

“Because Forest Service assets are stretched thin, NASA was asked to provide additional resources as a supplement to existing infrared fire imaging operations,” said Jim Brass, co-principal investigator for the WSFM at Ames.93

“California’s unprecedented number of fires this early in the season make it all the more important that we use every tool at our disposal to protect property and save lives,” said Gov. Schwarzenegger. “NASA’s Ikhana is one more incredible tool that we are able to use this year to bring real-time pictures and data to fire commanders, even when our other aircraft are unable to fly.”94

The WSFM team applied for a new COA. It was


A flight plan for the second WSFM sortie of 2008 shows the aircraft’s route over the Sierra Nevada mountain range. Keep-out areas are indicated in yellow and red. NASA/Google

approved without the limitation of having to fly within 75 nmi of the backbone route. There was, however, a restriction to remain within 50 nmi of restricted airspace and Military Operating Areas.

The first attempted WSFM sortie of 2008 began on the morning of July 1. Planners scheduled passes over 12 blazes spanning California from the southern Sierra Nevada mountain range to Big Sur on the northern California coast. The plan included coverage of the Havilah, Clover, Piute, Basin Complex, Friant, North Mountain, American River Complex, Yuba River Complex, Amedee, Cub Complex, Antelope, Gap, and Mill Complex fires. Just 1.5 hours into the flight, following a pass over the Piute fire, a problem with the sensor caused the mission to be aborted. Technicians added a heating system to the sensor prior to the next flight attempt.95

The Ikhana team re-flew the sortie on July 8, im-

95 Ikhana flight plans (6/29/08) and meeting notes, Ikhana Team Meeting, NASA Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, CA, July 3, 2008.
The Fire Down Below

Flight plan detail shows planned routes over the Cub Complex and Canyon Complex fires. NASA/Google

aging almost 4,000 square miles from Santa Barbara north to the Oregon border. This time, everything went as planned and the aircraft remained aloft for 9.9 hours while covering 10 individual and complex fires along a route that took the aircraft west over the Sierra Nevada range, north to the Cub Complex fires, and south to the Basin fire in Monterey County and the Gap fire in Santa Barbara County. Imagery was transmitted to the Multi-Agency Coordination Center in Redding, Calif., and the State Operations Center in Sacramento for distribution to incident commanders in the field.

Data from the AMS-Wildfire sensor was used to identify previously undetected hotspots near the town of Paradise in Butte County. As a result, some 9,500 residents were evacuated and firefighting resources were re-allocated to protect populated areas.96

The second mission flew as scheduled on July 19. In a little over five hours, Ikhana and the AMS-Wildfire sensor covered the American River Complex, Camp, and Canyon Complex fires in central California. The Ikhana team also took the opportunity to image the results of a mudslide that destroyed several structures near Independence, Calif., and to briefly revisit the Piute fire area. During the mission, the team received feedback from Canyon Complex Situation Unit Leader Randy Herrin.

“Thanks for the imagery on the Canyon Complex,” he wrote in an email to Ikhana project manager Tom Rigney. “I was able to follow along on the CDE and video and show the project to the Operations Chief and Deputy IC. They were impressed, to say the least. The imagery showed a significant amount of heat in the SW of our complex, which we were not expecting, so that was good to know. Congratulations to everyone on another successful mission.”97

In a separate message to Ikhana scientist Steve Wegener, Herrin wrote, “The products that we’ve received here on the incident are very useful and well received. There were several pairs of eyes opened up here to what the future may hold, and how close that future may be.”98

The final WSFM sortie of 2008 took place on Sept. 19 with planned coverage over the Rattle and Bear Wallow fires in Oregon and the Klamath Theater, Cascadel, and Hidden fires in central California. Due to predicted cloud cover over the two Oregon fires, they were eliminated from the mission data acquisition plan. Focus, therefore, was on the central California fires.

Preparations began at NASA Dryden in the darkness of the predawn hours. Mark Pestana and Herman Posada completed preflight activities in the GCS for an 8 a.m. takeoff. Forty-five minutes later Posada, using the forward-facing camera, spotted two plumes of gray smoke rising above a mountain ridge. Pestana called Oakland Center to request a 60-minute loiter time over the fire area.

At the request of the science staff, the Ikhana was flown first over the Hidden fire, followed by two passes

98 Email from Randy Herrin, Situation Unit Leader, PNW IMT 3, “Subject: Re: WSFM Cal Fire Mission 2 is on ground,” Canyon Complex ICP, Chico, CA, July 19, 2008.
Fires over the American River Fire Complex in Placer County, Calif., are seen as taken by the AMS wildfire scanner aboard the Ikhana, July 8, 2008. The yellow areas depict active fire areas. The image provides officials not only with fire information but also with vegetation-type and burned-area information.
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over the Cascadel fire. Following a repeat set of data passes, the pilots changed course to scan the fire from a different angle.

Smoke filled the canyons in rugged, mountainous terrain, visible in the optical cameras but transparent to the AMS-Wildfire sensor. The science team recalibrated the sensor as the pilots prepared to fly additional data passes. “This is tight maneuvering space here,” Pestana commented as he completed a turn.99

As the science team collected images and had them automatically overlaid onto Google Earth imagery, Pestana flew the UAS just as he would any other research aircraft. He maintained awareness of aircraft systems and performance, communicated with FAA controllers, maneuvered per instructions from FAA controllers to facilitate the smooth flow of other air traffic, and flew precision passes over the fires. Finally, he turned toward Edwards Air Force Base and – once inside restricted airspace – began a descent for landing. The Ikhana touched down on the runway 3.5 hours after takeoff, completing another successful WSFM sortie.100 In order to better acquaint

99 Ikhana flight plans (9/19/08) and notes taken during WSFM-2008-03 by Peter W. Merlin, NASA Dryden Flight Research Center, Edwards, CA, Sept. 19, 2008.

100 Ibid.
state authorities with NASA’s firefighting technology, Ames Research Center director Simon “Pete” Worden hosted California governor Schwarzenegger during a tour of Ames in which the AMS sensor and the Ikhana were the centerpieces. Representatives of the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection (CAL FIRE) were also in attendance. Worden praised the cooperative firefighting effort as a great example of how the federal government and the state can work together in the face of natural and manmade disasters.

“The Ames Research Center here at Moffett Field and the Dryden Flight Research Center at Edwards Air Force Base, along with NASA’s Goddard Space Flight Center in Greenbelt, Maryland, are each playing vital roles in this effort,” said Worden. “We’re also working with NASA’s Jet Propulsion Laboratory in Pasadena, the California Department of Forestry and Fire Protection, the Governor’s Office of Emergency Services and the National Interagency Fire Center to help fight these numerous wildfires.”

Chief Del Walters, CAL FIRE executive officer, was equally ebullient. “I’m very excited about the technology and perhaps equally as excited about the partnership that’s developing here,” he said. “Having been a field firefighter for many years, I wish I had had this tool 20 years ago. You can only imagine the feeling of seeing a fire take off up a hill and lifting embers and the wind blowing. And you don’t know, from where you’re standing, whether it’s gone over

the next road, over the next hill, over the next creek and what’s out in front of you. You have an idea, because you’re used to the area that you’re fighting fire in – although we fight fire all over the state, the Forest Service fights fire all over the nation, so you’re not always in an area that’s known to you. So to know if there’s a community out there that’s being threatened and that you need to stop what you’re doing and change gears and employ different tactics is of tremendous value to the firefighters and to the community that we serve.”

102 Ibid.
Chapter Four

AFTER THE FIRE

The Ikhana Western States Fire Mission flights of 2007 and 2008 resulted in a number of significant accomplishments and lessons. Multiple government agencies and corporate entities worked together to develop the capabilities of a UAS for use as a disaster response tool.

With smoke from the Lake Arrowhead area fires streaming in the background, NASA's Ikhana unmanned aircraft heads out on a wildfire-imaging mission.

NASA

WSFM accomplishments

The Western States UAS Fire Missions, carried out by team members from NASA Ames Research Center, NASA Dryden Flight Research Center, the U.S. Department of Agriculture Forest Service, the National Interagency Fire Center, NOAA, the FAA, and General Atomics Aeronautical Systems Inc., were a resounding success and a historic achievement in the field of unmanned aircraft technology.

In the first milestone of the project, NASA scientists developed improved imaging and communications processes for delivering near real-time information to firefighters. They realized that providing firefighters with critical information in a timely manner required an improvement in sensor technology as well as autonomous analysis and visualization tools that a NASA partnership could deliver. NASA's Applied Sciences and Airborne Science programs and the Earth Science Technology Office developed the AMS-Wildfire sensor with the intent of demonstrating the capabilities during the WSFM and later transitioning those capabilities to operational agencies.

The WSFM project team repeatedly demonstrated the utility and flexibility of using a UAS as an effective tool to aid disaster response personnel through the employment of various platform, sensor, and data dissemination technologies related to improving near real-time wildfire observations and intelligence gathering techniques. Each successive flight expanded capabilities of the previous missions for platform endurance and range, number of observations made, and flexibility in mission and sensing reconfiguration.

Team members worked with the FAA to safely and efficiently integrate the unmanned aircraft system into the national airspace. NASA pilots flew the Ikhana in close coordination with FAA air traffic controllers, allowing the aircraft to maintain safe separation from other aircraft.

WSFM project personnel developed extensive contingency management plans to minimize the risk to the aircraft and the public, including the negotiation of
emergency landing rights agreements at three government airfields and the identification and documentation of over 300 potential emergency landing sites in the event of an engine failure or other malfunction.

The missions included coverage of more than 60 wildfires throughout eight western states. All missions originated and terminated at Edwards Air Force Base and were operated by NASA crews with support from General Atomics. During the mission series, near real-time data was provided to Incident Command Teams and the National Interagency Fire Center.

Many fires were revisited during some missions to provide time-induced fire progression. Whenever possible, long-duration fire events were imaged on multiple missions to provide long-term fire monitoring capabilities. Post-fire burn-assessment imagery was also collected over various fires to aid teams in fire ecosystem rehabilitation. The project Flight Operations Team built relationships with other agencies that enabled real-time flight plan changes necessary to avoid hazardous weather, to adapt to fire priorities, and to avoid conflicts with multiple planned military GPS testing/jamming activities.

Critical, near real-time fire information allowed Incident Command Teams to redeploy fire-fighting resources, assess effectiveness of containment operations, and move critical resources, personnel, and equipment from hazardous fire conditions. During instances where blinding smoke obscured normal observations, geo-rectified thermal-infrared data enabled the use of Geographic Information Systems or data visualization packages such as Google Earth. The images were collected and fully processed on board the Ikhana and transmitted via a communications satellite to NASA-Ames, where the imagery was served on a NASA Web site and provided in the Google Earth-based CDE for quick and easy access by incident commanders.
AMS imagery allowed incident commanders to chart the progress of wildfires and identify previously unknown hot spots.

NASA/Google

The Western States UAS Fire Mission series also gathered critical, coincident data with the EOS Terra and Aqua satellite sensor systems orbiting overhead, allowing for comparison and calibration of those resources with the more sensitive instruments on the Ikhana.

The WSFM team received an award for Group Achievement at the NASA Ames Research Center Honor Awards ceremony on Sept. 20, 2007. The team’s award recognized excellence in providing operational near real-time fire condition information on the Esperanza fire from a UAS operating in the national airspace.103

Ikhana team members at Dryden and Ames were also recognized, along with the FAA and Forest Service, with a 2009 Federal Laboratory Consortium for Technology Transfer Interagency Partnership Award for collaborative use of unmanned aircraft to combat forest fires. Dryden deputy director David D. McBride told team members, “The award you are receiving recognizes the contribution Ikhana has made to the transfer of UAS technology to civil applications.” McBride also noted another benefit. “During this recession,” he added, “it is important to appreciate the value technology has in moving the economy forward.”104

The utility of near real-time data was dramatically illustrated on numerous occasions. During the July 2008 fire near Paradise, Calif., incident commanders were unaware of approaching danger because an undiscovered hotspot was concealed by smoke. After data from the Ikhana revealed the approaching flames, nearly 10,000 people were safely evacuated as firefighters allocated resources to protect the town. Lives and property were saved as a result. Firefighters were also able to use AMS-Wildfire data to study the dynamics and progression of various fires. In the short term, this allowed incident commanders to position firefighting assets in the most efficient manner. In the long term, it provided researchers with a valuable tool

---
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Post-burn imagery of the Zaca fire zone was collected as part of the Burned Area Emergency Rehabilitation project. Scientists used the data to examine the effects of fire on soil, watershed, wildlife, and vegetation. NASA/Google

for fire science studies.

The Ikhana UAS proved a versatile platform for carrying research payloads. Since the pod that housed the AMS-Wildfire sensor can be reconfigured, Ikhana could carry instruments for a variety of research projects. “There is interest in using Ikhana to study other types of phenomena such as weather, hurricanes, etc.,” said Tom Rigney.105

Operational issues and lessons learned

Several significant operational issues were discovered during the WSFM project. The first of these was a 2007 COA limitation to remain within 75 nmi of a backbone route. Because of this, the Ikhana science team could only investigate fires that were within the limited area. During the Aug. 30, 2007, flight major wildfires located in northern Idaho and Montana were beyond the approved operations area. FAA officials denied a NASA request to extend flights into this region, so only lower-priority fires were studied during that mission. The geographical restriction remained in effect through the end of the initial WSFM flight series because FAA officials wished to assess several Ikhana fire missions before extending the COA into new areas. Finally, during the 2008 Southern California Emergency Response Missions, the 75 nmi restriction was lifted and the Ikhana was permitted to fly beyond

the boundaries initially specified in the 2007 COA. This gave mission planners greater flexibility and allowed more complete coverage of dynamic wildfire conditions.

An additional restriction to remain clear of regions of scheduled GPS testing initially did not appear significant even though planners had to schedule Ikhana flights around GPS testing/jamming exercises at military bases in the vicinity of WSFM routes. The FAA initiated this restriction because if the GCS were to lose the command link with the aircraft, the Ikhana’s internal GPS and inertial navigation system would have to be used to fly a lost-link programmed route to return to Edwards airspace. During pre-mission planning for several flights, the NASA team had to coordinate directly with personnel at Nellis Air Force Base and China Lake Naval Warfare Center to keep Ikhana flight plans and GPS test operations at those sites from conflicting. In most cases, GPS testing had higher priority. On one occasion, an Ikhana flight was delayed 24 hours due to nearby GPS testing activities. During the California wildfire emergency, however, the WSFM team negotiated with Air Force authorities to give Ikhana flights priority over GPS testing/jamming exercises, thus allowing the mission to proceed. Affected regions were identified by FAA Notices to Airmen and typically consisted of an inverted cone centered at the test site and increasing in radius with increasing altitude. Although specifically how GPS testing/jamming might affect the Ikhana’s navigation capabilities is unknown, it is thought that when flying at 25,000 feet, Ikhana performance could be affected at a range of up to 300 nmi from that test site.

Flight planning posed numerous challenges, beginning with the two-month long COA application process. Overall, the time spent preparing a complete and thorough application package paid off because, once submitted, there were few complications during the FAA review process. Face-to-face meetings and teleconferences between WSFM team members, FAA UAS Program Office personnel, and officials at affected Air Route Traffic Control Centers were invaluable in solving any problems with proposed flight plans and ensured a common understanding of the missions.

One weakness of the original COA application process was the fact that there was no single location to which the entire application resided after submission to the FAA. To complicate matters, when the FAA requested and received clarification from the WSFM team on specific matters, there was no guarantee that the initial application would be amended with the new information. This issue was resolved with the advent of a UAS COA online system to streamline the process by providing the applicant with a structured framework within which to answer questions and provide attachments with additional information.106

Because access to line-of-sight (LOS) communications frequencies was considered crucial, Ikhana mission planners had to carefully coordinate radio frequency management. For flight within approximately 70 nmi of Edwards, the Ikhana is controlled via a direct LOS radio link. The presence of significant military UAS operations in the vicinity required NASA planners to work around military flight schedules in order to have access to necessary radio frequencies. In many cases this meant that Ikhana flight operations in the local area were given lower priority and were therefore conducted outside of normal business hours. As a result, some of the Ikhana crew had to begin work as early as 3 a.m., further complicating scheduling issues for personnel that performed multiple duties on long-duration flights.

Unexpected weather along the flight route offered additional challenges. Each COA restricted flight from areas of adverse turbulence, convection, and icing. During the flight planning process it was difficult to account for weather variations, as these were inherently unpredictable. Flight tracks had to be designed and transmitted to FAA officials more than 72 hours in advance, meaning weather forecasts for the day of flight were not accurate to any meaningful extent. Weather forecasts, especially Airmen’s Meteorological Information (AIRMETs) and Significant Meteorological Information (SIGMETs), were closely watched as the flight day approached but surprises sometimes occurred. The flight on Aug. 30, 2007, was launched with several convective SIGMETs issued for areas that were not along the planned route. Approximately two hours into the mission, the Ikhana was over Nevada when the weather service indicated the boundaries of a convective SIGMET along the flight track. The Ikhana team requested a significant heading deviation that took the

When a Significant Meteorological Information (SIGMET) bulletin indicated adverse weather along the Ikhana’s flight route, air traffic controllers approved a heading deviation so the aircraft could avoid areas of high turbulence.

FAA coordination for flights within the national airspace was absolutely crucial to WSFM objectives. Successful coordination of airspace access for Ikhana flights with FAA personnel was a groundbreaking achievement. Officials from both NASA and the FAA formed an effective partnership to plan and approve WSFM sorties. ARTCC personnel communicated their concerns and suggested resolutions whenever necessary. Thanks to the professionalism of both FAA and NASA staff members, no significant misunderstandings or miscommunications occurred. When the Ikhana was tasked to image fires during the emergency in Southern California, cooperation and coordination between the WSFM team and FAA was outstanding.

Staffing requirements, particularly for long-duration flights, created further challenges. Flights lasting longer than 10 hours required multiple crewmembers for all operational positions due to crew duty day limitations. This included pilots, system monitors, mission directors, and electronics and maintenance technicians. For flights longer than 12 hours, multiple shifts were implemented to comply with crew duty hour regulations. Since NASA did not have enough trained personnel to fill all duty stations, General Atomics was contracted to provide additional staff such as pilots and technicians. Non-standard flight schedules, intermittent sleep schedules, and extended on-call status have the potential to subject crewmembers to excessive fatigue. At crew briefings, project pilots made crew rest and readiness issues top priority in order to ensure that all members of the team were sufficiently rested and safety was not compromised.

Emergency response capabilities were tested during the Southern California firestorms. After conclusion of the last planned WSFM flight of 2007, the AMS-Wildfire pod was removed from the aircraft and preparations began for another experiment involving substantial modifications to the wing surfaces for sensor integration. When the California Office of Emergency Services made a request for Ikhana imagery, there were nearly a dozen active fires. More than 500,000 people had been evacuated, a number that would eventually double as the flames advanced. The Ikhana had to be reconfigured and the sensor pod reinstalled. The WSFM team quickly designed and submitted mission plans to the FAA with a request for an emergency COA. The keep-out zones were updated with re-evaluated population areas taking the
Evacuations into account. The emergency COA, based on the established WSFM COA, relieved some previous restrictions by allowing 24 rather than 72 hours’ notice of a flight plan. The southern COA boundary was also extended to within 10 nmi of the Mexican border to allow greater sensor coverage. All of this demonstrated the ability of the Ikhana team to adapt quickly to a dynamic situation.\textsuperscript{107}

Availability of contingency landing sites for the Ikhana was a concern that required a great deal of planning to provide successful risk management and to protect public safety. Primary landing sites included selected military airfields while secondary sites encompassed rural roads and open fields. Prior to the third 2008 WSFM sortie, a civilian at Air Combat Command (ACC) reviewed the emergency-landing plan for Mountain Home Air Force Base, Idaho, and convinced superiors to deny landing rights due to concerns about landing the Ikhana via satellite link. After a discussion with NASA officials allayed concerns, the base commander agreed to honor the original emergency landing rights agreement. When a new base commander was assigned to Mountain Home, however, he withdrew permission for landing based on the ACC recommendation. This action effectively eliminated parts of Northern California, Oregon, and Washington as operational areas until a different primary emergency landing site could be arranged. During the 2008 fire season, the NASA Ikhana team secured an agreement with the U.S. Army Yakima Training Center in Washington to designate an airfield for emergency use, thus enabling expansion of areas that could be covered during WSFM missions.\textsuperscript{108}

Conclusions

The Western States Fire Mission was a tremendous success, enabling science teams and the fire management community to recognize that UAS platform and autonomous-operating sensor capabilities represent a viable solution to critical, real-time, disaster data gathering and support to national disaster management communities. The Ikhana WSFM team demonstrated the effectiveness of using a UAS as a disaster response asset during multiple long-duration missions over active wildfires as well as for post-burn evaluation. Critical data was collected and disseminated to incident commanders in near real-time, allowing firefighters to more effectively employ their resources and initiate timely evacuation of threatened residents in affected areas. The WSFM team also demonstrated that a UAS could operate within the national airspace in the same way as a manned aircraft, accomplishing significant steps toward future “file and fly” missions.\textsuperscript{109}

The Ikhana proved to be a versatile platform for the WSFM and other projects. The AMS scanner and CDE received strong praise from incident commanders at the U.S. Forest Service and National Interagency Fire Center, as well as from state and local fire teams. Most of all, hard work, dedication, and trust in each partner’s key skills ensured the WSFM team’s success. Teresa Fryberger, NASA’s Director of Applied Science, called the team “a model for collaboration.”\textsuperscript{110}

Unmanned aircraft systems technology has the potential to bridge the gap between space-based and surface-based sensors and thus expand scientists’ capabilities to monitor the global environment. Remotely piloted and autonomous platforms can provide critical coverage over remote and dangerous areas where manned aircraft flights are not practical due to long flight durations and hazardous conditions.

NASA remains at the forefront of this new realm and the Ikhana is just one of several unmanned vehicles in the Dryden fleet. Under a Space Act Agreement signed in May 2008, Dryden acquired two Northrop Grumman Global Hawk aircraft – the first civilian application of this autonomous, high-altitude, long-endurance UAS – for airborne science missions. The first is expected to fly for Dryden in 2009. And the center is also involved in a joint program with the Boeing Aircraft Company and Cranfield Aerospace, Ltd. of England to explore the characteristics and
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capabilities of a blended wing body aircraft. The X-48B is a scale, but wholly accurate, aircraft that is flown from a ground control station at Dryden. The test vehicle, powered by remote control modelers jet engines, is flown over Rogers Dry Lake but the pilot never actually sees the vehicle itself.

If unmanned aircraft systems are to evolve to support additional civil applications, pilot projects such as the Western States Fire Mission are critical to identifying and resolving technology shortcomings and developing operational procedures. The Ikhana and the WSFM paved the way for future civil UAS missions.

The Ikhana team was the project’s most valuable asset. Hard work and dedication on the part of each member ensured mission success.

NASA
APPENDICES

Resources

This section includes a list of NASA Wildfire Response Team publications, articles, and technical papers, many of which provide additional information beyond the scope of this monograph.
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Federal Aviation Administration

Memorandum
Date: November 15, 2006

From: Manager, Aircraft Engineering Division, AIR-100
Manager, Production and Airworthiness Division, AIR-200

To: SEE DISTRIBUTION

Prepared by: James Sizemore, AIR-160, (202) 385-4631 or james.sizemore@faa.gov
Richard Posey, AIR-230, (202) 267-9538 or richard.posey@faa.gov

Subject: Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) Certification Status

This memorandum provides an update on the status of the efforts within AVS to allow Unmanned Aircraft Systems (UAS) to operate in the National Airspace System (NAS). In 2005, AIR-200 took the first step and began accepting applications for Special Airworthiness Certificates in the Experimental category for UAS. This activity is based on one of the strategies identified in the Administrator’s Flight Plan for, “implementing technologies and systems that will help pilots operate aircraft as safely as possible.” AIR-200 issued memorandums on June 17, 2005 and July 11, 2005 announcing this activity and AVS has subsequently issued 4 Experimental Certificates since August 2005.

The decision to manage UAS activity from FAA Headquarters is to gain experience with applicants that will allow us to develop policy and procedures for Aviation Safety Inspectors (ASI) and potentially for designees. AIR-200 has developed a draft order that describes the process for issuing Experimental Certificates to UAS and will prototype its use in FY 2007. All requests for an Experimental Certificate are processes by a team established within Headquarters composed of subject matter experts from AIR-100, AIR-200, AFS-400 and the Air Traffic Organization. Applicants are required to meet criteria established in a UAS unique Program Letter and Safety Checklist. AIR-200 works directly with the Manufacturing Inspection Offices, Manufacturing Inspection District/Satellite Office, or Certificate Management Offices/Units and Flight Standards District Offices to develop and finalize operating limitations, and issue Experimental Certificates. Program Letters or applications received by field offices should be referred to AIR-200.

The Unmanned Aircraft Program Office, AIR-160, was established in February 2006, and is the focal point for all AVS UAS activity, including any proposed certification projects that may be presented to ACO’s. As such, all proposed UAS type certification projects must be worked within the appropriate Directorate, as well as coordinated with AIR-160.
There has been vigorous activity in industry exploring the endless possibilities that UAS bring to aviation. There are many new and novel issues to be addressed as UAS are considered for integration into the NAS. As these issues are unique to UAS and may differ substantially from manned aircraft operations and systems, they will require consideration and special attention while this area of aviation matures. At a minimum, the certification and introduction of these systems must not degrade the current level of safety within the NAS.

AIR-100 recently requested a point of contact (POC) from each Directorate to be the focal point to assist in the development of UAS specific policies, procedures, and potential regulations. These representatives will serve as the principle member for each directorate, to include associated field activities, in the development of necessary resources and milestones needed to accomplish programmatic tasks. These projects are significant, and early program coordination between the ACO Engineer and the Directorate POC is essential. As soon as practical after the project application, the ACO Engineer must notify and promptly forward the certification project notifications and associated certification plans to the Directorate POC. The Directorate POCs are responsible for ensuring coordination of these projects with AIR-160. In addition, as members of the Headquarters Team, it is anticipated that the Directorate POCs will participate in safety reviews with applicants for Experimental Certificates.

**The list of the Directorate POC’s are as follows:**

Transport Airplane Directorate: Steve Edgar,
(425) 277 - 2025, steve.edgar@faa.gov

Small Airplane Directorate: Gunnar Berg and Greg Davison,
(816) 329 - 4141, gunnar.berg@faa.gov
(816) 329 - 4130, gregory.davison@faa.gov

Rotorcraft Directorate: Chinh Vuong,
(817) 222 - 5116, chinh.vuong@faa.gov

Engine and Propellor Directorate: Jeorg Fernandez,
(781) 238 - 7748, jeorge.fernandez@faa.gov

**The AIR Headquarters POC’s are as follows:**

AIR-110 Victor Powell, Lead UAS Policy
(202) 267 - 9564, victor.powell@faa.gov

AIR-160 James Sizemore, Team Lead, UAS Airworthiness and Systems Engineering
(202) 385 - 4631, james.sizemore@faa.gov

AIR-200 Richard Posey, Lead UAS Experimental Certification Policy
(202) 267 - 9538, richard.posey@faa.gov
Thank you for your cooperation and support as we continue in this exciting new regulatory challenge in civil aviation. If there are any questions, please contact James Sizemore, AIR-160, and Richard Posey, AIR-230.

Distribution:
Director, Aircraft Certification Service
Director, Flight Standards Service
Manager, Brussels Aircraft Certification Staff, AEU-100
All Aircraft Certification Directorate Managers
All Aircraft Certification Offices
All Manufacturing Inspection Offices
All Manufacturing Inspection District/Satellite Offices
All Certificate Management Offices/Units
All Flight Standards/Certificate Holding District Offices
Manager, Aircraft Maintenance Division, AFS-300
Manager, Flight Technologies and Procedures Division, AFS-400
Manager, General Aviation and Commercial Division, AFS-800
**Ikhana WSFM preflight submission**

This was the NASA Dryden Ikhana project L-1 day submission to the FAA for a COA authorizing WSFM-2, scheduled for July 19, 2008.

The following information is being provided to the FAA by the NASA Dryden Flight Research Center (DFRC) Ikhana project to fulfill Special Provision #4 of the FAA COA issued to NASA DFRC Operations and signed 7 July 2008. This notification will be followed by an IFR flight plan filing per the conditions of the COA.

The selected flight date is Saturday 7/19/2008 with take-off from KEDW at ~0800 PDT and planned landing at KEDW on Saturday 7/19/2008 at ~1500 PDT for a 7 hour flight.

The area of operations is wholly within R-2508/R-2515, and ZOA airspace with the route described below. All points in the NAS will be planned at FL230, unless otherwise directed by ATC per the conditions of the COA.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Point/ Fire Name</th>
<th>FRD</th>
<th>Est Loiter</th>
<th>Est Delay</th>
<th>Lat DMS</th>
<th>Lon DMS</th>
<th>Dist</th>
<th>Leg Dist</th>
<th>Total Dist</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Within R-2508</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>KEDW</td>
<td></td>
<td>0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2-5</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>37.7</td>
<td>95.1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>BIH189025</td>
<td>90 min</td>
<td>W118</td>
<td>98.2</td>
<td>193.3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within R-2508</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within R-2508</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American River Complex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>SWR247018</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>39 8 37.2</td>
<td>W120</td>
<td>161.7</td>
<td>354.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>CIC053023</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>90 min</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>39 55 40.8</td>
<td>W121</td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td>413.1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>SWR247018</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>30 min</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>39 8 37.2</td>
<td>W120</td>
<td>58.2</td>
<td>471.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American River Complex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>MOD051026</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W120</td>
<td>81.9</td>
<td>553.2</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Within R-2508</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>American River Complex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>TTE025032</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>W118</td>
<td>125.7</td>
<td>678.9</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12 – 15 within R-2508 complex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>KEDW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>736.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>KEDW</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>831.4</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Estimated time in ZOA airspace is from approximately 0930 – 1400 hours PDT

The fire locations, loiter radii and delay times are estimates and they may need to be adjusted somewhat during the flight to accommodate real-time fire conditions.

There appear to be less than 48 elements for an IFR flight plan in the NAS.

Per Special Provision 3 of the COA, the flight will be within 400 nm of identified Primary Emergency Landing Sites (ELS), and within 100 nm of secondary ELS.
Governor’s statement

This statement was released to news media on July 14, 2008 from the Office of the California State Governor.

07/14/2008  GAAS:525:08    FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Governor Schwarzenegger and NASA Highlight Infrared Scanning Technology Helping to Fight California’s Wildfires

Governor Arnold Schwarzenegger today joined NASA and federal and state fire officials at the NASA Ames Research Center in Moffett Field to tour the facility and discuss the important role of NASA’s remotely piloted aircraft, named Ikhana, to California’s firefight. The unmanned aircraft carrying a NASA infrared scanning sensor flew over much of California this past week, gathering information that was delivered to fire commanders in the field-helping them understand the terrain and behavior of the state’s most dangerous fires. “California’s unprecedented number of fires this early in the season make it all the more important that we use every tool at our disposal to protect property and save lives,” Governor Schwarzenegger said. “NASA’s Ikhana is one more incredible tool that we are able to use this year to bring real-time pictures and data to fire commanders, even when our other aircraft are unable to fly. The federal government has been an active partner in helping California fight fires, and NASA’s assistance is one more example of that cooperation.” The Ikhana’s most recent mission was on Tuesday, July 8. It flew for more than nine hours and covered approximately 10 individual and complex fires along a route over the Sierra Nevadas, west to the Cub Complex fires and south to the Gap Fire in Santa Barbara County. The images are collected onboard the Ikhana and transmitted through a communications satellite to NASA’s Ames Research Center in Moffett Field, CA, where they are superimposed over Google Earth and Microsoft Virtual Earth maps to better visualize the location and scope of the fires. The imagery is then transmitted to the Multi-Agency Coordination Center in Redding and the State Operations Center in Sacramento, which distributes it to incident commanders in the field, so they can deploy resources where it will have the greatest benefit. NASA satellites are also capturing imagery of the wildfires to fill in gaps in airborne imagery. For these images and additional information, visit:

www.nasa.gov/topics/earth/features/fire_and_smoke.html.


______. “Thermal Analysis of Wildfires and Effects on Global Ecosystem Cycling.” *Geocarto International*
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